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How much should judges be paid? We first survey the considerable history of the debate and identify the implicit causal claims made about the effect of judicial pay. We find that claims about the effect of pay on the composition and quality of the judiciary have remained remarkably similar over the past two hundred years. In contrast, claims about the effect of pay on judicial independence have changed as the meaning of judicial independence itself has shifted. We take advantage of the large variation in real salaries and opportunity costs for state appellate court judges across states from 1977 to 2007 to empirically test these claims. We find that judicial salaries have a small but significant effect on the likelihood of exit and thus the length of judicial tenure, and a small effect on the background of judges that join the appellate bench. A more limited analysis of California trial court judges finds far more sensitivity to pay, however, suggesting that trial and appellate court judges may behave differently.
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INTRODUCTION

How much should judges be paid? Policymakers have long struggled with the issue of appropriate pay for judges. Plato warned of paying public servants too much for fear of encouraging men of selfish motivations to seek public office.1 The Framers of the Constitution debated the issue and thought judicial salaries important enough to include the Compensation Clause, preventing Congress from reducing the salaries of Article III judges.2 Winston Churchill argued that judicial pay should be increased because “[t]he Bench must be the dominant attraction to the legal profession.”3 More recently, Chief Justice Roberts of the Supreme Court has argued that inadequate federal judicial salaries

2. See U.S. CONST. art. III, § 1 (“The Judges, both of the supreme and inferior Courts, shall hold their Offices during good Behaviour, and shall, at stated Times, receive for their Services a Compensation, which shall not be diminished during their Continuance in Office.”).
May 2012]
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are precipitating a “constitutional crisis” which “threatens the viability of life tenure.”

Others are less convinced. Dahlia Lithwick noted that commentators across the political spectrum were skeptical of Chief Justice Roberts’s claims that judicial salaries were causing a constitutional crisis. Economists have argued that it is optimal to pay judges less than they would make in the private sector.

Almost all of the commentary on judicial pay has implicitly assumed something about the sensitivity of prospective or current judges to changes in pay. For example, the claim that low judicial pay harms the quality of the judiciary assumes that the composition of the bench is systematically influenced by pay. Claims about the effect of judicial pay are intuitively plausible—which is probably why they are so often made. But despite the ubiquity of claims about


the effect of judicial pay, empirical examination of the effects of pay variation is still relatively new.7

In this Article, we first survey the history of the debate over judicial pay and its purported causal effects. We find that most of the hypothesized causal effects of changes in judicial pay appear to have remained remarkably similar (albeit contradictory) over the past two hundred years. Advocates of more pay continually warn of an imminent decline in the quality of the bench and recount fresh anecdotes of esteemed lawyers who refuse to become judges for their family’s sake. Skeptics note that increasing pay may attract candidates with more selfish impulses, and that the qualities that make for a very successful lawyer are different from those that make a good judge.8 What has changed, however, is the debate over the effect of pay on judicial independence. As the meaning of “judicial independence” has shifted from the independence of the judicial branch from the other branches, to the independence of an individual judge to decide a case free from political pressure or pressure from litigants,


8. Economic theory is indeterminate with respect to predictions about how salaries will affect the quality of judges. According to one theory, the reason that judicial salary will lower the quality of judges is that low judicial salaries will limit the pool of people who seek to become judges to those who do not have better options. They lack these options, in this theory, because they have poor legal skills. Consequently, they will make poor judges. In contrast, one could also argue that a low judicial salary will most attract those who are most eager to be judges and who derive the most nonpecuniary benefits from the position. These individuals may actually make better judges than those who are seeking purely pecuniary compensation. The indeterminacy of economic theory in this context is another reason that empirical testing is useful. We are indebted to Scott Baker for this point. See also Dhammika Dharmapala et al., Punitive Police? Agency Costs, Law Enforcement, and Criminal Procedure 3-4 (Feb. 15, 2011) (unpublished manuscript) (on file with authors) (making a similar point on the indeterminacy of economic theory in the context of police salaries).
efforts to tie increasing judicial pay to preserving judicial independence have required quite different arguments.

We empirically examine the impact of salary on the composition of the appellate bench by estimating the impact of salary on the background of entering judges and the likelihood that currently serving judges will exit the bench. We take advantage of the large variation in real salaries and opportunity costs for state appellate court judges across states from 1977 to 2007 to see how changes in real salary have actually affected the composition of the state court appellate bench and departure from the bench over those thirty years. The size of the dataset, the substantial variation in it, and the time period—one in which private sector legal salaries rose substantially—allow us to test a number of hypotheses about the real-world effect of judicial salaries. For example, we examine whether growing private sector legal salaries have caused an increasing number of judges to leave the state court bench. We also examine the impact of salaries on the composition of the appellate bench.

We conclude that a comparatively low judicial salary slightly increases the chance that an appellate judge will leave the bench but that the effect is small. For judges under the age of sixty-five, the probability of exit is about 2.66% per year. A $10,000 increase in real pay would reduce that probability by 0.00239—a change of about 8.97% from the baseline probability of exit. The effect is not trivial, but our estimates suggest that even large changes in real judicial salaries would not significantly alter the composition of the appellate bench.

Judicial salaries also have a small but significant effect on who becomes an appellate judge. Higher salaries appear to slightly increase the likelihood that appellate judges were formerly either district attorneys or lawyers in private practice, and decrease the chance that the judges were formerly academics, judges in other courts, or public defenders. They have no effect on the overall experience level of the judges or the ranking of the law schools that the judges attended.

Although we do find evidence that decreases in judicial pay change the composition of the bench and increase the likelihood that appellate judges will leave the bench, the effects are relatively small. It is difficult to reconcile our findings with claims that declines in judicial pay, either in actual amount or relative to outside opportunities, could so radically alter the composition of the appellate judiciary that they might prompt a “constitutional crisis.” There was a substantial growth in private sector legal salaries during our sample period, yet we observe no wholesale flight from the state appellate bench. Given the extent of variation in our data over fifty states and almost thirty years, we would have expected to observe any dramatic effect of salary on qualifications or departure from the appellate bench if one existed.

9. See Zorn et al., supra note 7, at 837 fig.1 (showing that between 1983 and 2003, average per-partner profits tripled at the fifty highest-grossing American law firms).
In order to determine if our findings were also applicable to the state trial court bench, we examined data on the trial court bench from one state (California). We found that trial court judges appear to be much more sensitive to pay in their decisions to exit than do appellate judges. This finding suggests that the behavior of trial court and appellate judges might be substantially different, but further research on this important point is required.

As with any empirical study, we are limited by our data. Much of the debate on judicial salaries has been about federal judges, and it is possible that changing federal judicial salaries would have different effects from changes in appellate state court salaries. We also offer no conclusions about the effect of an actual pay cut, which may have a very different effect from the failure to raise salaries.10

Finally, there may be important judicial-quality issues that are affected by salary but that we are unable to observe. Our survey of the history of the debate reveals an oft-expressed claim that salary will affect judicial quality. Yet there is no commonly accepted or observable measure of judicial quality, so we are unable to offer empirically grounded conclusions about the relationship between judicial salary and quality.11

10. An anonymous judge with whom we discussed these findings emphasized that a pay cut would have very different psychological consequences than a failure to raise salaries.

11. We observe the ranking of the law school attended by each judge and find no relationship with salary, but this is obviously a highly imperfect proxy for the quality of a judge. There is a literature that tries to directly measure the quality of judges. See, e.g., Gregory A. Caldeira, On the Reputation of State Supreme Courts, 5 Pol. Behav. 83 (1983) (rating state supreme courts based on citation counts); Choi et al., supra note 7 (basing measure of quality on measure of independence, productivity, and citations); Stephen J. Choi & G. Mitu Gulati, Choosing the Next Supreme Court Justice: An Empirical Ranking of Judge Performance, 78 S. Cal. L. Rev. 23 (2004) (measuring judicial quality by productivity, opinion quality, and judicial independence); Jake Dear & Edward W. Jessen, “Followed Rates” and Leading State Cases, 1940-2005, 41 U.C. Davis L. Rev. 683 (2007) (using only opinions described as “followed” in Shepard’s Citations Service as a measure of quality); Lawrence Friedman et al., State Supreme Courts: A Century of Style and Citation, 33 Stan. L. Rev. 773, 804 (1981) (tracing the influence of different state courts using citations); Rodney L. Mott, Judicial Influence, 30 Am. Pol. Sci. Rev. 295 (1936) (relying on citation counts and surveys); Scott A. Comparato, On the Reputation of State Supreme Courts Revisited (Apr. 2002) (unpublished manuscript) (on file with authors) (assessing judicial reputation by using citation patterns). More subjectively, the U.S. Chamber of Commerce rates states on the overall quality of their judiciary based on a survey of general counsel at corporations with revenues of more than $100 million per year. U.S. Chamber of Commerce, 2010 State Liability Systems Ranking Survey 7 (2010).

I. BACKGROUND ON THE DEBATE ON JUDICIAL PAY

In this Part, we summarize the historic debate on the importance of judicial pay. Since the Framers’ debate over the Compensation Clause, there has been a constant chorus of concern expressed over proper pay for judges and its relationship to the quality of judicial candidates, fairness to judges, different concepts of judicial independence, and exit from the bench. Here, we summarize this history and identify causal claims that can be tested. While proponents of judicial pay increases and decreases have often combined causal arguments about both the effect of judicial pay on the composition of the judiciary and the independence of judges, we separate these two strands of argument for clarity.

A. Judicial Pay Affects the Composition of the Bench

One strand of this debate presumes that judicial salary has a strong effect on the composition of the bench. Over the past two hundred years, here and abroad, three causal mechanisms have often been hypothesized: (1) judicial salary affects the quality of candidates attracted to the bench; (2) judicial salary affects the range of prior careers of candidates attracted to the bench; and (3) judicial salary affects judges’ exit from the bench.

In contrast to a line of reasoning dating from Plato’s Republic that prefers the character of rulers who eschew the material pleasures of a regular income,12 some delegates to the Constitutional Convention argued that limiting judges’ salaries would negatively affect the composition of the judiciary. According to Charles Pinckney, for example, the Compensation Clause ought to give Congress the power to raise judicial salaries because “[t]he importance of the Judiciary will require men of the first talent s: large salaries will therefore be necessary, larger than the U.S. can allow in the first instance.”13 For Pinckney, the

claims about the relative quality of judges, these studies mislead both decision-makers and the public, degrade discussion of judging, and could, if taken seriously, perniciously alter the behavior of judges themselves.”); William P. Marshall, Be Careful What You Wish For: The Problems with Using Empirical Rankings to Select Supreme Court Justices, 78 S. CAL. L. REV. 119 (2004) (voicing concerns about the proposals made in Choi & Gulati, supra). Like Baker et al., we are sympathetic to the attempt to measure judicial quality but are doubtful that readily observable measures like citation counts and productivity capture more than “relatively minor aspects of judicial quality.” Baker et al., supra, at 1647.

12. Compare Plato, supra note 1, at 184 (concluding that Guardians should have no private property beyond the barest essentials), with Choi et al., supra note 7, at 55 (arguing that low salaries may be preferable because higher salaries may attract types of judges that prefer leisure and status more than judges who are hard workers and who enjoy serving the public).

feeble budget of the new republic justified permitting Congress to later increase salaries of judges to attract “men of first talents.” \(^{14}\)

By the mid-1840s, arguments that echo those of contemporary advocates of increased judicial pay were raised. In an issue of *American Law Magazine* published in 1846, Harvard law professor Simon Greenleaf, in an admiring biography of Justice Story, discussed the concern about low salaries leading to the selection of “men of inferior abilities,” and recounted perhaps the first published anecdote of a qualified judge threatening to decline the post because the salary was inadequate to support his family. \(^{15}\)

In 1844, a commentator sounded similar themes in arguing that state judicial salaries were too low:

> The inadequacy, too, of the judges’ salaries is very prejudicial to the composition of the bench: it is impossible to expect first-rate lawyers to give up their business for such a paltry remuneration as is allowed in almost all the States. A gentleman belonging to the Maryland bar told me one or two curious anecdotes illustrative of this. One of the judges lately descended from the bench, and accepted the situation of clerk in his own court— a situation in the gift of himself and his brother justices: his own salary had been 2500 dollars a-year; that of the clerk, whom he succeeded, amounted, with fees, to 5000. The late Chief Justice of New Hampshire, whose salary was 1300 dollars a-year, has also left his post, to become superintendent of one of the Lowell factories. When such is the emolument and dignity of the judicial office, it is only astonishing that it has not fallen into utter contempt, or become, as in Russia, a recognized system of bribery. \(^{16}\)

Again, we see an early expression of the arguments that are raised today: (1) low salaries reduce the attraction of the bench to “first-rate lawyers”; (2) low salaries are prompting early exit from the bench; (3) judges’ clerks are being paid more than judges; and (4) the indignity of being paid so little may undermine respect for the judiciary or encourage corruption.

However, echoing Plato’s arguments, concern was also sometimes expressed that judicial salaries might be too high. In 1878, for example, the *New York Times* was calling for state court judicial salaries to be reduced. \(^{17}\) After noting that salaries for New York judges exceeded those for federal judges and

---

14. *Id.* Pinckney acknowledged that under Madison’s proposal, salaries for judges that were appointed in the future could be raised, but he “did not think it would have a good effect or a good appearance, for new Judges to come in with higher salaries than the old ones.” *Id.* at 430. As discussed below in Part I.B, Madison argued in favor of a permanent salary for judges.


16. 2 JOHN ROBERT GODLEY, *LETTERS FROM AMERICA* 163 n.* (1844); cf. William Glaberson, *Judges Quitting at Unusual Rate as Salaries Lag*, N.Y. TIMES, July 5, 2011, at A1 (noting that some law clerks make more than judges for whom they work).

cabinet members, the writer argued that the resulting quality of justice was poor:

The quality of the justice dispensed in this City is, perhaps, as much below the standard of mediocrity as the cost of it is above that standard. To the higher-court Judges respectability may be conceded, but none of them can fairly claim eminence. As for the lower ones, their knowledge of law is as farcical as their administration of it; if not themselves graduates of grog-shops, they are the fruit of a low political system of which the grog shop is one of the foci; their very names bespeak their origin and their associations, and experience with them goes to convince decent people of the Scriptural warning against litigation.\(^\text{18}\)

The reason for this appalling state of affairs was because judicial salaries were too high:

\[ \text{[T]} \text{he point is that the real evil is not in the loss of that money [from the salaries] directly, but in the demoralization of the entire public service and the consolidation of the party plundering-machine. Services not purely routine are bettered in quality by increasing their pay, up to a certain limit; beyond that, the rule reverses, and the quality of the service declines as the pay increases. Little reflection is needed to understand the reason for this fact, which experience has abundantly shown. The fatter the prize, the more ardor in getting it, the more exclusive the labor devoted to keeping it, and the wider the outward spread from it of corrupting and debauching influence.}^\text{19} \]

Major league baseball, improbably enough, also played a role in the debate. In 1921, federal district court Judge Kenesaw Mountain Landis accepted the position of Commissioner of Major League Baseball, which paid $50,000—far more than his judicial salary. He continued his tenure as federal judge, however, and, as a result, incurred criticism and calls for his impeachment in Congress.\(^\text{20}^\) In the wake of this controversy, the \textit{New York Times} called for increased judicial salaries. Otherwise, it warned, the low salaries “will tend to drive the best Judges from the bench, to prevent worthy successors from taking their places, to diminish in time the qualifications of Federal Judges.”\(^\text{21}\)

---

\(^{18}\) \textit{Id.} \\
\(^{19}\) \textit{Id.} \\
\(^{21}\) \textit{Underpaid Federal Judges}, N.Y. \textit{Times}, Feb. 25, 1921, at 10, available at http://query.nytimes.com/mem/archive-free/pdf?res=F50B10FE385810738DDDA0A94DA405B818EF1D3. The \textit{Times} called for an increase in the salary of Supreme Court Justices from $14,500 ($15,000 for the Chief Justice) to $20,000 ($25,000 for the Chief Justice):
In 1926, Congress considered a bill to increase federal judicial salaries. As Judge Richard Posner noted, the testimony has a “contemporary ring.” Former U.S. Supreme Court Justice Charles Evans Hughes testified:

Consider the situation in the city of New York. The Federal district judge . . . receives $7,500 a year—and he can not get an apartment of five rooms in even a moderately desirable neighborhood for less than $3,000 a year.

How do you expect him to live? What right have you to suppose that a man worthy of a seat on that bench, when he can go out any day and pick up five or six times the amount of his salary, will stay there?

The ABA also advocated for the bill. According to Chester I. Long, former ABA president, “Federal Circuit and District Judges are not paid as high salaries as Municipal Judges in some States.” The bill passed.

In 1945, Attorney General Tom Clark advocated in favor of a bill to double the salaries of federal judges. He testified to a Senate hearing on federal salaries: “We’re losing judges every day because we’re not paying them.” Offering anecdotal evidence, Clark indicated that a man had turned down a judgeship earlier that week, telling Clark that he had made $52,000 in the previous year.

Similar arguments regarding the effect of salary on state court judiciaries were also being made. In 1923, New York Supreme Court Justice Daniel F.

That the pay of Federal Judges is insufficient is evident. . . . For the Judge the bench is a career, a life work. He should be able to live comfortably, to provide, at least moderately, for his family and his old age. Very high salaries are not to be expected. The fees of a great, or even a successful, lawyer will always be much larger than the highest judicial salaries, those of Justices of the State Supreme Court in this judicial district for example. The best that can be hoped is to attract to the Federal bench that fine type of the judicial mind, that trained, acute intellect that finds more satisfaction in the studious chambers of the law, in the grasp and application of principles, in the solving of knotty questions, in luminous interpretation and exposition, than in the noisier conflicts of the bar; that is content to do the quiet cardinal work of justice and leave to other ambitions more splendid rewards.

. . . .

. . . . The need for economy is instant. This petty niggardliness to Federal Judges is not economy but foolish wastefulness. If continued, it will tend to drive the best Judges from the bench, to prevent worthy successors from taking their places, to diminish in time the qualifications of Federal Judges. Give them at least a living wage, a sense of modern economic security, freedom from financial worry.

Id.


Cohalen resigned his position as justice and announced that he was unable to raise his family on the $17,500 salary. In 1949, Idaho Supreme Court Justice Paul Hyatt resigned, citing the salary: “[B]ecause of the inadequacy of the judicial salary scale in comparison with present-day living costs and the consequent out-of-pocket expenditure, I can not, in fairness to my family, remain on the court.”

President Eisenhower urged a pay raise for Congress and the federal judiciary in his State of the Union address in 1955. In an article covering a bill to do that, Congressman Francis E. Walter argued that “[n]umerous judges and many valuable members of Congress have been forced to resign in recent years because of their inability to make ends meet.” Attorney General Herbert Brownell, Jr. urged passage of the bill and indicated that “a rather critical condition” had developed in filling the sixty judicial vacancies that had occurred in the previous two years of the administration as a result of the low pay for judges. Brownell said that the disparity was “shocking” between federal judges and higher-paid state judges, that “[m]any men of real ability were unable to accept appointments,” and that, as a result, “the government suffered a great loss.” Moreover, according to Brownell, some qualified judges had already left the bench as a result of inadequate pay. Shortly thereafter, Congress raised federal judicial salaries.

In 1968, a presidential panel recommended substantial pay increases for many high-level federal officials. The panel recommended an increase in the President’s pay from $100,000 to $150,000, with federal judges due to receive comparably large increases. The New York Times editorialized in favor of such an increase and argued in favor of parity between private and public salaries:

Salaries for major public officials cannot be allowed to fall too far below salaries for corporate executives. If they do, they tend to restrict governmental

29. High Court Justice Quits His Position, SPOKANE DAILY CHRON., Feb. 7, 1949, at 3. At the time, the state’s supreme court justices were paid $6000. Id. A bill had been introduced to raise their salary to $8000, while the Idaho Bar Association called for a salary of $12,000. See id.
31. Id.
35. See id.; see also TASK FORCES OF THE COMM’N ON JUDICIAL & CONG. SALARIES, JUDICIAL AND CONGRESSIONAL SALARIES, S. DOC. NO. 83-97, at 56 (2d Sess. 1954).
36. See POSNER, supra note 22, at 22, 24.
service to the independently wealthy, which is bad, or to attract into govern-
ment the less competent, which is worse.\footnote{37}
The familiar causal effects of a low judicial salary were raised.

Beginning in approximately 1974, each Chief Justice of the Supreme Court
has almost annually called for pay raises for the federal judiciary. In 1974, in
his year-end statement, Chief Justice Warren E. Burger noted that the last raise
for judges had occurred in 1969 and that judges’ workloads had increased sub-
stantially in the interim. Unless salaries were raised, he warned, “the federal
courts will continue to lose judges and fail to attract many promising young at-
torneys.”\footnote{38} In 1975, Burger warned that “injury [to the courts] can come from
freezing salaries of judges for more than six years in a period of drastic
inflation.”\footnote{39}

According to Burger, stagnant pay had “brought on an alarming number of
resignations of judges to return to private practice at a rate never before experi-
enced since federal courts were created in 1789. . . . Six judges resigned in one
year to return to private practice—as many resignations as in the preceding
one-third of a century.”\footnote{40}

Burger also argued that the low salaries were reducing the pool of entrants:
Equally serious is the difficulty being experienced in persuading able lawyers
in the 45 to 55 age brackets to accept appointment to the federal courts at the
present salary scale. . . . [Q]ualified lawyers with children in school or college
cannot meet their 1975 obligations on 1969 salaries—as they can do in private
practice.\footnote{41}

In 2003, Paul Volcker chaired a commission to examine governmental
salaries. The commission concluded that judicial salaries were too low:

The lag in judicial salaries has gone on too long, and the potential for di-
minished quality in American jurisprudence is now too large. Too many of
America’s best lawyers have declined judicial appointments. Too many senior
judges have sought private sector employment—and compensation—rather
than making the important contributions we have long received from judges in
senior status.

Unless this is revised soon, the American people will pay a high price for
the low salaries we impose on the men and women in whom we invest respon-
sibility for the dispensation of justice.\footnote{42}

The Commission had identified two risks. First, talented lawyers were de-
clining judicial appointments and the quality of the judiciary was thereby at

\footnote{38. \textit{Judicial Pay Hike Is Urged}, \textit{Reading Eagle}, Dec. 29, 1974, at 2.}
(alteration in original), available at \texttt{http://news.google.com/newspapers?id=AXoqAAAIBAIJ&sjid=fVoEAAAAIBAJ&pg=7225,1062028&hl=en}.}
\footnote{40. \textit{Id}.}
\footnote{41. \textit{Id}.}
\footnote{42. \textit{NAT’L COMM’N ON THE PUB. SERV., URGENT BUSINESS FOR AMERICA: REVITALIZING THE FEDERAL GOVERNMENT FOR THE 21ST CENTURY} 23 (2003).}
risk. Secondly, senior judges were leaving judicial service and seeking jobs in the private sector and were therefore unable to help with the judicial workload.

Meanwhile, Chief Justices Rehnquist and then Roberts continued to raise the familiar arguments for an increase of pay for federal judges but also added a new argument—that it was important to attract lawyers from the private bar. Rehnquist framed the argument in terms of diversity: “Our judges will not continue to represent the diverse face of America if only the well-to-do or the mediocre are willing to become judges.” Rehnquist argued that increases in salary were necessary to increase the judiciary’s “diversity”—defined by willingness to accept a particular salary. In the past, most arguments were about whether the prevailing judicial salary was high enough to attract high-quality lawyers to the bench. Instead of focusing on quality, Rehnquist argued that salary should be high enough to attract judges from the private sector.

Chief Justice John Roberts has raised very similar arguments, claiming that the failure to raise pay reduces the number of elite private lawyers willing to become judges. He contrasted the approximately 65% of federal judges that came from private practice during the Eisenhower Administration with the less than 40% of judges who came from private practice by 2006. He argued that “[o]ur Judiciary will not properly serve its constitutional role if it is restricted to (1) persons so wealthy that they can afford to be indifferent to the level of judicial compensation, or (2) people for whom the judicial salary represents a pay increase.” But it is not immediately clear why this is so, and Roberts does not develop this argument further.

B. Other Common Law Countries

Concern about judicial salaries is not a uniquely American problem. It has surfaced in other common law countries as well, including New Zealand, Great Britain, and India.


44. See id.


A slightly different take on the effect of pay on the composition of the judiciary was related by Ann Althouse. Ann Althouse, Op-Ed., An Awkward Plea, N.Y. TIMES, Feb. 17, 2007, at A15 (“If the pay is low, the judges will be the kind of people who don’t care that much about money. They might be monkish scholars, or they might be ideologues who see in the law whatever it is they think is good for us. . . . Low judicial pay should trouble us not because the judges will somehow lack ‘excellence.’ It should trouble us because the law will be articulated by ideologues and recluses.”).

46. Roberts, supra note 4, at 3.
For example, the nonpecuniary benefits of being a judge were recognized as a justification to reduce judicial salaries in 1851 in Great Britain:

It is manifest however, that the naked salary forms only one of the seductions of a judgeship in the superior courts; in addition, are the dignity, fixity, and independence of the appointment—its quietude, and exemption from the uncertainties, turmoil, and rivalries of forensic practice—with the further solace of patronage to some of the sages, and to all comfortable retiring pensions.47

Like commentators today, the author emphasized the considerable nonsalary benefits of being a judge, including “patronage to some of the sages” and a “comfortable retiring pension.”48 He noted that because of the desirability of judicial service, even at modest salary, there was no lack of judges: “In truth, there are scarcely any examples of refusals in our day; however much an advocate may be earning, he is always ready to retreat into the quiet haven of the judiciary.”49

Interestingly, the commentator noted that the lawyers who became judges were not “the topping practitioners” for whom judicial service might involve a pay cut—instead they were mostly those for whom “elevation to the bench is a pecuniary acquisition.”50 In contrast to modern commentators, like Chief Justice Roberts, this author did not treat the fact that “topping practitioners” do not become judges as necessarily an indictment of the existing judicial salaries.

This was because ultimately “the difficulty is not in finding fit men to be judges, or adequate salaries to remunerate them, but to discover the most fit.”51 One problem in identifying “the most fit” to be judges was that lawyers and judges require different skills; “[t]he intellectual qualities that make the great advocate and the great judge are as dissimilar as those which make the poet or philosopher.”52 The best lawyers, then, will not necessarily make the best judges, and the fact that salaries for judges are appreciably lower than salaries for lawyers may, counterintuitively, result in the best candidates being attracted to the judiciary.53

In New Zealand in 1889, the more familiar concern that salaries were too low was raised:

48. *Id.*; cf. infra Part III.B.3 (finding that pension vesting is an important determinant of the length of judicial tenure).
49. *Emoluments of the Bar and Judicial Salaries*, supra note 47, at 172 (“[For example.] Sir Edward is an eminent lawyer, but, we believe, he took the first offer that was made to him, and though making 16,000l. a year in equity practice, became chancellor in Ireland for 8000l.—and a very good lord chancellor he made.”).
50. *Id.*
51. *Id.*
52. *Id.*
53. The argument is buttressed with examples of top lawyers who became indifferent judges and vice versa. See *id.*
[W]hile the Judges are so miserably paid, their salaries being so utterly dis-
proportionate to the emoluments of an ordinarily successful leading practice, it
would be extremely difficult, if not impossible, to get men qualified for the
position to accept it. This, however is not an excuse which Parliament or the
country will be inclined to receive, and if the present emoluments of the
Bench are not sufficient to induce the best men in the profession to accept pre-
ferment, then they will have to be increased, for certainly the colony, however
hard up it may be, cannot afford to have men of inferior qualifications occupy-
ing seats on the judicial Bench.54

In 1954, Winston Churchill argued that raising judicial salaries was neces-
sary in order to continue to attract “the best legal brains” to the peculiar rigors
of the bench:

A form of life and conduct far more severe and restricted than that of ordinary
people is required from judges and, though unwritten, has been most strictly
observed. They are at once privileged and restricted. They have to present a
continuous aspect of dignity and conduct.

. . . .

The Bench must be the dominant attraction to the legal profession, yet it
rather hangs in the balance now, and heavily will our society pay if it cannot
command the finest characters and the best legal brains which we can
produce . . . .55

In contrast to the argument that the best lawyers were not necessarily the
best judges and vice-versa, Churchill argued that the bench must attract the
“best legal brains” for the good of society. More recently, in 2008, an op-ed in
the Hindu made nearly the same points that are made in the U.S. debate:

Even taking into consideration the perquisites attached to the office of
judge, judicial salaries have become unrewarding and unattractive to lawyers
in good practice, leaving aside lawyers in top practice. In the past, lawyers in
India as in the United Kingdom in good practice took judgeship as a career
and as a matter of honour even though rewards at the Bar were higher. Today,
judicial salaries, apart from becoming unreal with the passage of time, do not
stand comparison with the average earnings at the Bar, resulting in fewer and
fewer competent lawyers from the Bar taking judgeship.56

The op-ed argued that the gulf “not only tends to detract talent from com-
ing to the Bench but also creates in sitting judges a feeling that their work is not
properly appreciated and rewarded.”57

Thus, anxieties about the ways in which judicial salary shapes the composi-
tion of the bench are widespread and remarkably consistent over time and
space. From India to New Zealand and from debates at the Founding to the pre-
sent day, commentators have been concerned about the effect of pay on attract-

55. 8 CHURCHILL, supra note 3, at 8548.
57. Id.
ing the right candidates and preventing good judges from leaving the bench. Three causal mechanisms are implicitly assumed: (1) judicial salary affects the quality of candidates attracted to the bench; (2) judicial salary affects the range of prior careers of candidates attracted to the bench; (3) judicial salary affects the exit of current judges. We will empirically test these claims below.

C. Judicial Pay Affects Judicial Independence

In this section, we review the rich history of claims about the relationship between judicial pay and independence. While the causal mechanisms implicitly hypothesized in recurring debates about the effect of judicial pay on the composition of the judiciary have generally been very similar over time, the argument over the effect of judicial pay on judicial independence has evolved as the meaning of “judicial independence” has changed over time. At the time of the Framing of the Constitution, and in the early years of the republic, protecting judicial pay was thought to be vital in order to ensure judicial independence from the other branches of government. In the colonial era and then in the early republic, there were several examples of other branches effectively punishing the entire judicial branch and overturning individual decisions. Protecting judicial compensation was necessary to preserve the independence of the institution of the judicial branch of government. The implicit concern was that the other branches would punish the judiciary; the remedy was protecting judges’ salaries from retaliatory diminutions.

Over time, however, the judiciary and judicial review became an established part of our government, and the old institutional concept of judicial independence was replaced by one that focused a judge’s independence in an individual case. A new argument about the relationship between judicial pay

58. See Glaberson, supra note 16.

59. Several commentators have noted the slippery character of “judicial independence.” See Lewis A. Kornhauser, Is Judicial Independence a Useful Concept?, in JUDICIAL INDEPENDENCE AT THE CROSSROADS: AN INTERDISCIPLINARY APPROACH 45 (Stephen B. Burbank & Barry Friedman eds., 2002) (suggesting abandoning the concept entirely because of the significant confusion regarding the term and its lack of utility as an analytic concept); see also Lewis A. Kornhauser, Judicial Organization and Administration, in 5 ENCYCLOPEDIA OF LAW AND ECONOMICS 27, 33 (Boudewijn Bouckaert & Gerrit De Geest eds., 2000) (reviewing different conceptions of judicial independence); J. Mark Ramseyer, The Puzzling (In)dependence of Courts: A Comparative Approach, 23 J. LEGAL STUD. 721, 722 n.4 (1994) (defining an independent judiciary as a system “where politicians do not try to intervene in the courts to reward and punish sitting judges for the politics of their decisions,” but noting that other empirical studies have defined the term differently).

and independence emerged—judicial salaries were important to prevent corruption and to prevent judges from being influenced by litigants or possible future employers. The implicit causal hypothesis made in these arguments is that lower salaries will encourage corruption or persuade judges to take jobs with litigants and law firms. We test these hypotheses below.

Once again, the debate is an old one. Influenced by Montesquieu, the issue of judicial independence and compensation for judges was an important one for the Framers of the Constitution. English judges were guaranteed tenure during “good Behaviour” by the 1700 Act of Settlement. In contrast, colonial American judges were without this protection and could be fired by the King or his colonial representative. In colonial Massachusetts, the English governor refused to permit judges to be paid by the Massachusetts legislature and instead insisted they be paid by the English government.

This lack of judicial independence was a problem acute enough to be specifically noted in the Declaration of Independence itself, which recited that the King “has made Judges dependent on his Will alone, for the tenure of their offices, and the amount and payment of their salaries.” Benjamin Franklin also noted these arguments in his Causes of American Discontent, and stated: “[J]udges should be free from all influence, and, therefore, whenever govern-

example, the electoral strength of the people affected by a decision) that would influence and in most cases control the decision were it to be made by a legislative body . . . .”.

Conceptually, there are (at least) two dimensions of judicial independence. The first dimension is: Independence from whom? Is the judge or judiciary supposed to be independent from the executive, the legislature, public opinion, political parties, litigants, or law firms? The second is the level of analysis: Who should be independent? Is the focus on the independence of a particular judge making a particular decision, the judge more generally, the court, or the judicial branch more generally?

61. The importance of judicial independence historically derives from Montesquieu’s conception of the importance of separation of powers. Montesquieu cautioned against a judicial power that was aligned with either the executive or the legislative powers:

Again, there is no liberty, if the judiciary power be not separated from the legislative and executive. Were it joined with the legislative, the life and liberty of the subject would be exposed to arbitrary control; for the judge would be then the legislator. Were it joined to the executive power, the judge might behave with violence and oppression.

1 BARON DE MONTESQUIEU, THE SPIRIT OF LAWS 152 (Thomas Nugent trans., Colonial Press rev. ed. 1900) (1748). This conception of judicial independence is one that is focused on the independence of the institution of the judiciary from the other branches rather than the independence of the judge in a particular case. See Charles Gardner Geyh & Emily Field Van Tassel, The Independence of the Judicial Branch in the New Republic, 74 Chi.-Kent L. Rev. 31, 31 (1998) (distinguishing between “decisional” independence, which focuses on individual judges, and “branch” (or institutional) independence”).


64. See EDWARD DUMBAULD, THE DECLARATION OF INDEPENDENCE AND WHAT IT MEANS TODAY 115 (1950).

65. THE DECLARATION OF INDEPENDENCE para. 11 (U.S. 1776).
ment here will grant commissions to able and honest judges during good behavior, the Assemblies will settle permanent and ample salaries on them during their commissions.”

While the Framers were primarily concerned with threats to the judiciary from the executive branch, between 1776 and the passage of the Constitution in 1787, there were several incidents that highlighted potential conflict between the judiciary and the legislative branches. In 1784, the New York legislature attempted to remove a judge who authored an opinion striking down a statute as unconstitutional. In Rhode Island in 1786, the legislature attempted to remove all judges who struck down a particular statute; the following year, all but one of these judges were not reelected. In Virginia, the legislature increased the state high court’s workload and imposed upon it a duty “to attend the said courts, allotting among themselves the districts they shall respectively attend.” The Virginia Court of Appeals declared the act unconstitutional, noting that it more than doubled its workload without adding any increase in salary. The court noted that if this were permitted, “the independence of the judiciary [would be] . . . annihilated.”

The state legislatures would also sometimes interfere in individual cases. Gordon Wood noted that legislatures in this era would hear private petitions and make final judgments on these complaints, and “often granted appeals, new trials, and other kinds of relief.” Madison wrote: “[C]ases belonging to the judiciary department frequently [were] drawn within legislative cognizance and determination.”

Perhaps as a result of these incidents, there was an increased appreciation of the need for the judiciary to be independent from the legislature as well as

67. Geyh & Van Tassel, supra note 61, at 37; see also GORDON S. WOOD, THE CREATION OF THE AMERICAN REPUBLIC, 1776-1787, at 161 (2d ed. 1998) (citing Jefferson’s statement that the judiciary should be a “mere machine” with respect to the legislature).
69. Id. at 137-41.
70. Cases of the Judges of the Court of Appeals, 8 Va. (4 Call) 135, 138 (1788).
71. Id. at 145.
72. Id. at 146.
73. See HENRY STEELE COMMAGER, THE EMPIRE OF REASON: HOW EUROPE IMAGINED AND AMERICA REALIZED THE ENLIGHTENMENT 214 (1977) (explaining that state legislatures “played fast and loose with the very structure of the judiciary; meddled constantly in judicial affairs, nullified court verdicts, vacated judgments, remitted fines, dissolved marriages, and relieved debtors of their obligations almost with impunity”).
74. WOOD, supra note 67, at 154-55.
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the executive.\textsuperscript{76} By the time of the debates leading up to the drafting of the Constitution in 1787, the importance of judicial independence from both the executive and the legislature was more generally recognized.\textsuperscript{77}

At first, drafts of the Constitution banned both decreases and \textit{increases} in pay for sitting federal judges. The ninth resolution of the Virginia delegation proposed that judges receive a “compensation for their services, in which \textit{no increase} or diminution shall be made so as to affect the persons actually in office at the time.”\textsuperscript{78} This was modified at the convention to permit periodic increases in judicial salaries because “variations in the value of money”—that is, inflation—might make upward adjustments necessary.\textsuperscript{79}

James Madison opposed this amendment and argued that permitting the legislature to increase judges’ salaries would actually \textit{reduce} judicial independence: “[I]t will be improper even so far to permit a dependence[.]. Whenever an increase is wished by the Judges, or may be in agitation in the legislature, an undue complaisance in the former may be felt towards the latter.”\textsuperscript{80} Instead of permitting the legislature to increase judicial salaries, Madison thought the concern over inflation could be accounted for by “taking for a standard wheat or some other thing of permanent value.”\textsuperscript{81} On Madison’s view, the independence of the judiciary could best be secured by providing a permanent, inflation-adjusted salary so that there could be no reason for the judiciary to be beholden to the legislature.

After the Constitution was drafted, the issue of the role of judicial independence arose in the debates over its ratification between the Federalists and the Antifederalists. Influenced by Montesquieu, the Federalists recognized the importance of judicial independence and the concern that the judiciary might

\textsuperscript{76} Jeffreys shifted from believing that a judge should be “a mere machine” beholden to the legislature to recognizing the dangers of legislative encroachment on the judicial power and the need for independence of judges. He noted that in Virginia:

"The judiciary . . . members were left dependant on the legislative, for their subsistence in office, and some of them for their continuance in it. If therefore the legislature assumes . . . judiciary powers, no opposition is likely to be made; nor, if made, can it be effectual; because in that case they may put their proceedings into the form of an act of assembly, which will render them obligatory on the other branches. They have accordingly, in many instances, decided rights which should have been left to judiciary controversy . . . ."


\textsuperscript{77} See Geyh & Van Tassel, \textit{supra} note 61, at 37-38.


\textsuperscript{79} \textit{2 The Records of the Federal Convention of 1787, supra} note 13, at 45.

\textsuperscript{80} \textit{Id.}

\textsuperscript{81} \textit{Id.}
tend to ally with one of the other branches. To ensure judicial independence, Alexander Hamilton defended permanency in judicial office, and also a guarantee of compensation. He argued that “[n]ext to permanency in office, nothing can contribute more to the independence of the judges than a fixed provision for their support,” because “a power over a man’s subsistence amounts to a power over his will.” Hamilton also noted that attempts in some states to establish “permanent” salaries for judges by legislative means have failed because “such expressions are not sufficiently definite to preclude legislative evasions.”

Hamilton recognized the possibility of inflation, and noted: “[T]he fluctuations in the value of money and in the state of society rendered a fixed rate of compensation in the Constitution inadmissible. What might be extravagant today might in half a century become penurious and inadequate.”

In the end, of course, the Compensation Clause of the U.S. Constitution resulted. It provides Article III federal judges with “Compensation, which shall not be diminished during their Continuance in Office.” No provision is made for inflation or cost-of-living increases.

Even after the Constitution was ratified, the independence of the judicial branch in the early republic remained in question. In the controversy around the Judiciary Act of 1801, the newly established federal circuit courts were eliminated by Congress and, by the Judiciary Act of 1802, the Supreme Court was prevented from meeting for fourteen months.

The independence of the state courts was even more tenuous. Initially, most state judges were appointed by the state legislatures, and courts had little

82. See The Federalist No. 78 (Alexander Hamilton), supra note 75, at 472. It is interesting to note that Montesquieu, the source of Hamilton’s concern with judicial independence, took a very different tack in seeking to ensure it. Rather than lifetime appointments for judges, he advocated that the judicial power rest in “persons taken from the body of the people at certain times of the year.” He argued: “By this method the judicial power, so terrible to mankind, not being annexed to any particular state or profession, becomes, as it were, invisible. People have not then the judges continually present to their view; they fear the office, but not the magistrate.” Montesquieu, supra note 61, at 153. This is a very different means of removing the dependence of the judiciary on the legislature or executive powers.

83. The Federalist No. 79 (Alexander Hamilton), supra note 75, at 472. Hamilton also wrote:

In a monarchy [judicial tenure during good behavior is] an excellent barrier to the despotism of the prince; in a republic it is a no less excellent barrier to the encroachments and oppressions of the representative body. And it is the best expedient which can be devised in any government to secure a steady, upright, and impartial administration of the laws.

The Federalist No. 78 (Alexander Hamilton), supra note 75, at 465.

84. The Federalist No. 79 (Alexander Hamilton), supra note 75, at 472. Indeed, more recent federal efforts to ensure “permanent” judicial cost-of-living increases have met a similar fate. See infra text accompanying notes 104-08.

85. The Federalist No. 79 (Alexander Hamilton), supra note 75, at 473.


87. Geyh & Van Tassel, supra note 61, at 80 n.192.
in institutional independence. For example, in Kentucky, the state supreme court was dissolved and temporarily replaced with an institution with significantly curtailed powers of review, in the wake of an unpopular decision to hold a particular statute unconstitutional. The Missouri legislature also removed its Court of Chancery, apparently as a preemptive measure preventing the court from finding certain legislative proposals unconstitutional.

The story that emerges on the debate over compensation and its relationship to judicial independence is therefore complex. Guaranteed compensation and lifetime tenure were not adequate to ensure the judicial branch’s institutional independence in the early republic. The suggestion that history supports the claim that judicial pay should be increased to preserve independence oversimplifies the complexities of the debate over the Compensation Clause and its subsequent interpretation. The Framers were concerned with the institutional independence of the judicial branch from the executive and legislative branches, rather than the independence of judges in any particular case or from other actors. And, as Madison pointed out, permitting Congress to increase judicial salaries may actually reduce institutional independence by tempting the judiciary to curry favor with Congress.

To summarize, the Framers, influenced by Montesquieu, recognized the importance of judicial pay in attempting to provide independence to judges. The Compensation Clause was intended to prevent the judicial branch from being unduly beholden to either the executive or the legislature in order to preserve a particular form of institutional judicial independence. The general aim was to preserve the judiciary as an institution that could check the executive or the legislature. This general aim of the Framers was not always achieved; the institutional independence of both the federal and state judiciaries in the early republic was very limited. Much less attention was paid to the idea of individual judicial independence in a particular case—what we usually think of today as judicial independence—probably because the courts’ status was so tenuous.

Gradually, however, we see the emergence of the new concern that would eventually be called judicial independence—the idea that a judge should not be influenced by any outside parties when making an individual decision, and that judicial pay was relevant to this issue. In 1902, the president of the Utah Bar

91. Cf. Geyh & Van Tassel, supra note 61, at 31 (distinguishing between “decisional” and “branch” (or institutional)” independence).
Association, C.S. Varian, argued that judges’ salaries should be increased to avoid any conflicts of interest:

“The insufficiency of the compensation given to our judges is so apparent, that there should be no further delay in providing for an increase. . . . [A judge’s] entire time and energy should be given to the performance of the duties of his high station. He has no right to engage in business, since, by doing so, in more or less degree, he disqualifies himself in the administration of the great trust reposed in him. No suitor before a judge who has engaged in business transactions, can ever be fully assured that the interest or preconceived opinion of the judge may not unconsciously bias his judgment. Indeed, such are the infirmities of men that no judge in such situation can be certain of himself. It is the duty of the state to provide a proper compensation for its judges, so they may be relieved of any necessity of engaging in commerce or business of any kind, and public opinion should restrict them to the legitimate duties of their offices.”

Here we see the emergence of the new concept of the relationship between judicial salary and judicial independence: the independence of a judge from his or her personal business interests, in contrast to independence from the legislature or executive.

The relationship between judicial salary and independence also arose in litigation regarding whether the federal income tax could be applied to federal judges without violating the Compensation Clause. In *Evans v. Gore*, the Court held that Congress could not apply an income tax to federal judges. The Court’s opinion suggests that the ruling was meant not to benefit judges but rather to benefit the public:

“With what purpose does the Constitution provide that the compensation of the judges “shall not be diminished during their continuance in office”? Is it primarily to benefit the judges, or rather to promote the public weal by giving them that independence which makes for an impartial and courageous discharge of the judicial function? Does the provision merely forbid direct diminution, such as expressly reducing the compensation from a greater to a less sum per year, and thereby leave the way open for indirect, yet effective, diminution, such as withholding or calling back a part as a tax on the whole? Or, does it mean that the judge shall have a sure and continuing right to the compensation, whereon he confidently may rely for his support during his continuance in office, so that he need have no apprehension lest his situation in this regard may be changed to his disadvantage?”

According to the Court, “the primary purpose of the prohibition against diminution was not to benefit the judges, but, like the clause in respect of ten-

---

92. C.S. Varian, President, Utah Bar Ass’n, Annual Address (Jan. 13, 1902), *in Supreme Court Scored at Annual Bar Meeting*, DESERET EVENING NEWS, Jan. 14, 1902, at 5. Varian lamented the failure of a bill to increase judges’ salaries to $4000 per year. He also argued that the state’s appellate court judges should receive higher salaries than the state’s district court judges; at the time, they were receiving the same salary. *Id.*
93. 253 U.S. 245 (1920).
94. *Id.* at 248-49.
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ure, to attract good and competent men to the bench and to promote . . . independ-

ence of action and judgment.”95 Such independence was “essential to the 

maintenance of the guaranties, limitations and pervading principles of the Con-

stitution and to the administration of justice without respect to persons and with 

equal concern for the poor and the rich.”96 Given the purpose of this tax ex-

emption, it should be construed “not as a private grant, but as a limitation im-

posed in the public interest; in other words, not restrictively, but in accord with 

its spirit and the principle on which it proceeds.”97

The Court held, as a matter of constitutional law, that paying income tax 

would diminish judges’ “independence of action and judgment,” but did so 

without explaining the causal link. There was no suggestion, for example, that 

the income tax, which did effect a diminution in judges’ salaries, was an effort 

to retaliate against the judicial branch.

Justice Holmes dissented and pointed out the non sequitur of the Court’s 

position:

   To require a man to pay the taxes that all other men have to pay cannot possi-

   bly be made an instrument to attack his independence as a judge. I see nothing 

   in the purpose of this clause of the Constitution to indicate that the judges 

   were to be a privileged class, free from bearing their share of the cost of the 

   institutions upon which their well-being if not their life depends.98

In 1939, the New Deal Court in O’Malley v. Woodrough upheld an effort 

to apply the income tax prospectively to judges who were appointed after the 

date of the applicable statute.99 In response to the dissent, which heavily cited 

Evans v. Gore, the majority was tersely dismissive:

   To suggest that it makes inroads upon the independence of judges who took 

   office after Congress had thus charged them with the common duties of citi-

   zenship, by making them bear their aliquot share of the cost of maintaining the 

   Government, is to trivialize the great historic experience on which the framers 

   based the safeguards of Article III, § 1.100

More recent efforts to increase judicial pay have also cited judicial inde-

pendence as a goal. In 1975, Congress passed a bill to provide automatic cost-

of-living adjustments for members of Congress, the executive, and the judici-

ary.101 Once again, probably motivated by the political sensitivity of permitting 

themselves a pay raise, Congress usually cancelled the automatic pay increases

95. Id. at 253.
96. Id.
97. Id. at 253-54.
98. Id. at 265 (Holmes, J., dissenting).
100. Id. at 282.
for all three branches. In 1980, a group of federal district court judges sued, arguing that Congress violated the Compensation Clause by failing to provide the cost-of-living adjustments that had been promised. In *United States v. Will*, the Supreme Court held that it violated the Compensation Clause only if a cost-of-living increase had already vested, but that Congress was free to repeal cost-of-living increases that were merely promised to judges.

In 1989, Congress passed the Ethics Reform Act, which among other things provided for a twenty-five percent increase in judicial pay. Passed partly in response to the concern over stagnating government salaries, the Act also provided that the salaries of federal judges would automatically be increased each year along with a similar increase in the salaries of federal civil servants, thus reversing a previous freeze on judicial salaries. This adjustment was to occur automatically unless the President determined there was “a national emergency” or “serious economic conditions affecting the general welfare.”

At first, these adjustments to federal judicial salaries took place as expected in fiscal years 1991, 1992, and 1993. In fiscal year 1994, President Clinton, citing the huge budget deficits, denied all automatic raises for federal employees. In fiscal years 1995, 1996, 1997, and 1999, the automatic adjustment in the federal pay scale occurred, but Congress specifically exempted federal judges, members of Congress, and certain high-level executive branch employees.

In 1997, a group of judges filed a lawsuit arguing that these laws that prevented them from receiving raises violated the Compensation Clause of the

---


106. 5 U.S.C. § 5303. The Ethics Reform Act also restricted outside activities by judges and capped outside earned income (from teaching, etc.) to fifteen percent of the judge’s salary. Ethics Reform Act of 1989, §§ 501-502.
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Constitution. The District Court agreed and granted summary judgment for the judges. 109 The United States appealed, and the Court of Appeals reversed in a two-to-one panel decision. 110 The plaintiff judges sought certiorari, which was denied, with Justices Scalia, Kennedy, and Breyer dissenting from the denial of certiorari. Justice Breyer, writing for the three Justices, explained that the Compensation Clause was important to protect judicial independence that was necessary to judging:

That enterprise, Chief Justice Marshall explained, may call upon a judge to decide “between the Government and the man whom that Government is prosecuting: between the most powerful individual in the community, and the poorest and most unpopular.” Independence of conscience, freedom from subservience to other Government authorities, is necessary to the enterprise. The Compensation Clause helps to secure that judicial independence. 111

Four years later, Chief Justice Roberts argued that low salaries undermine judicial independence because judges might seek to curry favor with future employers: “If judicial appointment ceases to be the capstone of a distinguished career and instead becomes a stepping stone to a lucrative position in private practice, the Framers’ goal of a truly independent Judiciary will be placed in serious jeopardy.” 112 Other Justices have echoed these arguments. Justice Kennedy has recently argued that the problem of low judicial salaries “has become a threat to judicial independence,” and recounted numerous anecdotes of good judges leaving the bench because of compensation. 113 Law school deans have also supported Chief Justice Roberts’s call for increased salary for the federal judiciary. 114 Similarly, the ABA has long supported an increase in judicial salaries, arguing that erosion of federal judicial salaries threatens the quality and independence of the judiciary. 115

111. Williams, 535 U.S. at 921 (Breyer, J., dissenting from denial of certiorari) (citation omitted) (quoting PROCEEDINGS AND DEBATES OF THE VIRGINIA STATE CONVENTION OF 1829-1830, at 616 (1830)).
112. Roberts, supra note 4, at 3.
113. See Judicial Security and Independence: Hearing Before the S. Comm. on the Judiciary, 110th Cong. 73, 77-78 (2007) (statement of Justice Anthony M. Kennedy). But see Frank, supra note 5, at 57 n.8 (noting that one judge whose departure Kennedy cited denied that salary was primary motivation). Other Justices have also sounded the alarm. Justice Alito has stated that “[w]ithout serious [judicial] salary reform, the country faces a very real threat to its judiciary.” Federal Judicial Compensation: Hearing Before the Subcomm. on Courts, the Internet, and Intellectual Property of the H. Comm. on the Judiciary, 110th Cong. 72 (2007) (statement of Justice Samuel Alito). Justice Breyer noted that “something has gone seriously wrong with the judicial compensation system.” Id. at 13 (statement of Justice Stephen Breyer).
115. See ABA, STATEMENT OF THE ABA ON EXECUTIVE AND JUDICIAL COMPENSATION IN THE FEDERAL GOVERNMENT 2 (2006); see also ABA & FED. BAR ASS’N, supra note 102;
Overall, we see a shift in the meaning of judicial independence from the independence of the judicial branch from the executive and legislative branches to the independence of the individual judge from any outside influences. Judicial pay was originally relevant to prevent the other branches from penalizing judges. As the judicial branch became more established at both the federal and state levels and that threat diminished, that justification for the need to guarantee judicial pay diminished. But as a new concept of individual judicial independence from outside influences emerged, another argument for increased judicial pay emerged—that it was necessary to prevent judges from being beholden to outside influences.

The implicit causal relationship between judicial salary and independence depends upon which sense of “independence” one is concerned about. Judicial independence from the other branches may be protected by depriving the other branches of the power to affect judges’ salary. In this respect, Madison was surely right that permitting the legislature to raise judges’ salaries actually decreases their independence from the legislature. In contrast, if we are concerned about judicial independence from outside parties, we might be more worried about low or decreasing judicial salaries tempting judges to become demoralized, accept bribes, or be unduly influenced by possible future employers.

D. Conclusion and Identification of Testable Hypotheses

What themes emerge from this survey of the long debate over judicial pay? First, perhaps because of collective anxiety about their elite status, the appropriate pay for judges has long been a controversial topic in many jurisdictions, both here and abroad. While Chief Justice Roberts’s claim that pay for federal judges has reached the point of “constitutional crisis” is particularly dramatic, the issue of judges’ pay, state and federal, here and abroad, has been debated since before the nation was born.

Second, from Plato to Chief Justice Roberts, the implicit causal arguments have been remarkably stable over time. We can divide these arguments into two groups: arguments about the effect of judicial pay on the composition of the judiciary, and arguments about the effect of judicial pay on the behavior of judges. These categories are not entirely discrete—the composition of the bench may affect the behavior of judges (and vice versa)—but they are a means of organizing the many arguments about the effect of judicial pay, and they will aid us in identifying testable hypotheses.
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1. Composition

First, low salaries are said to harm the recruitment of judges. Numerous commentators have argued that the failure to raise salaries will lead to the most qualified individuals refusing to become judges.116 Others have argued that the failure to raise salaries will affect the composition of the judiciary in ways that will harm the judiciary even if the quality of individual judges remains the same.117 Conversely, some commentators have argued that judicial salaries that are too high could negatively affect recruitment by attracting greedy, corrupt, or less public-minded judges.118

Second, low judicial salaries may affect exit from the bench in ways that harm the judiciary. Judges may leave the bench for higher paying jobs. We may believe that judges’ skills in judging improve over time. More experienced judges may also provide institutional memory that strengthens the overall independence of the judicial branch from other institutions and pressures.119 Longer-serving judges may have sufficient political power to resist short-term public pressures against unpopular legal rulings. On the other hand, judicial salaries that are low enough to prompt occasional exit may actually improve the judiciary, if those who exit are those who are dissatisfied with judicial service.120

2. Behavior (including independence)

Judicial salaries are also said to affect the behavior of judges, including their independence. Low or stagnant judicial salaries are said to harm the work of the existing members of the bench. This can occur because judges simply become discouraged.121 Others are concerned that low salaries might lead to a loss of institutional or decisional independence (or both). Different versions of this argument contend that low salaries may result in a desire to seek favor

116. See, e.g., 8 CHURCHILL, supra note 3, at 8548-49 (arguing that a judicial pay raise is necessary to “command the finest characters and the best legal brains”); POSNER, supra note 36, at 171 (“If relative judicial incomes took a big tumble, the applicant pool would become increasingly dominated by single, independently wealthy, older, dual-career, unsuccessful, power-hungry, publicity-seeking, and lazy lawyers.”); Rehnquist, supra note 43, at 3 (suggesting that only “the well-to-do or the mediocre” will become federal judges absent a pay increase).

117. See, e.g., Roberts, supra note 4, at 3 (arguing that continuing failures to increase judicial salaries will restrict the diversity of the judiciary); Starnes, supra note 39 (reporting on a speech in which Chief Justice Burger argued that the diversity of judiciary was harmed by low salaries); Thompson & Cooper, supra note 45 (arguing that stagnating salaries led to more judges with public sector backgrounds, to the detriment of the judiciary).

118. See, e.g., PLATO, supra note 1, at 184-87; Greenberg & Haley, supra note 6, at 418; Salary Cost of Local Justice, supra note 17.

119. See POSNER, supra note 36, at 170 (noting that we may value experienced judges).

120. See id.

121. See id. at 171 (noting the possibility that as high-discretion workers, judges might underperform in reaction to a sense of being underpaid).
from potential future employers like law firms or litigants, or a desire to curry favor with legislative or executive branches in the hopes of receiving a raise.

Finally, there is the argument that through its effects on entry, service, and exit, low judicial salaries lead to a loss of respect for the judiciary itself. If the bench is filled with “the mediocre” who cannot find jobs elsewhere, or with lawyers who view a stint on the bench as a stepping stone to a more lucrative position, the role of the judiciary itself may be demystified and seen as simply a second-tier political job. If this were to occur, judges would lose their unique role and perhaps much of their informal power, both as individual judges and collectively as a branch of government.

Ideally, we would like to be able to test all of these implicit arguments empirically. Unfortunately, our data do not allow us to do so. Many of the arguments, particularly about the way that judicial salaries may affect the behavior of judges, are not easily tested. We now turn to what we can learn from the available data.

II. OVERVIEW OF EMPIRICAL STRATEGY AND DISCUSSION OF DATA

Our primary dataset includes a sample of judges who served on state appellate courts between 1977 and 2007. The data allow us to examine: (1) the impact of judicial pay on when an appellate judge joins and leaves the bench; (2) the impact of judicial pay on several measures of qualifications; and (3) the effect of pay of non-judicial legal opportunities on entry and exit. We also collected a smaller sample of data on California state trial court judges to determine whether judicial salary affects trial judges differently from appellate judges. In this section, we discuss the data we use and how the data were collected.

Studying the state bench has several advantages compared to the federal bench. First, these judges preside over the vast majority of litigation in the United States. In that respect, understanding how salaries affect state court behavior may be more important than studying federal court behavior. Second, there is wide variation in state judges’ salaries—far wider than the variation in purchasing power upon which previous studies of federal judges have relied. This variation helps us see how much difference salaries make—both within states and among states.

To examine the impact of judicial pay on tenure, probability of exit, and diversity, we constructed a database of all the judges serving on the state appellate courts (including state supreme courts). The data come from the *American Bench*, an annual directory that provides biographical information on all judges currently serving in state and federal courts.\(^{122}\) We supplemented the data from the *American Bench* with information directly from the states, the majority of

---

which keep detailed biographical information on appellate court judges (although not on trial court judges, as discussed below). The biographical information includes data on the judges’ names, the courts on which they serve, the positions held on those courts (Chief Justice, Associate Justice, etc.), and the years when the judges began those positions. It typically also contains information on each judge’s age, education, and careers prior to joining the court.

FIGURE 1
Number of Judges by Year

The *American Bench* typically does not contain information on race or sex. We determined sex using each judge’s name. Information on the race of judges was collected from the American Bar Association and directly from the state

123. See infra pp. 1330-31.
124. A cross-check of our coding accuracy was done using photographs of the judges for those states that provide pictures of the judges. The correlation between sex derived from names and judges’ sex as seen in photographs was one hundred percent, so we are confident that our attributions of sex are correct.
courts. Data on African-American judges are available for the full time period, but information on other races is not included in earlier minority directories. Moreover, unlike sex, we could not determine the race of all the judges studied, and including controls for African-American judges substantially reduces sample size. As a result, such controls are not included in all the analyses below.

Figure 1 provides an annual breakdown of the sample. For 1977, the *American Bench* has information on 665 state appellate court judges. The number rises to 1165 in 2006. The number of new judges joining an appellate court in a given year ranges from a high of 108 in 1982 to a low of 38 in 2007.

A. **Measuring Exit**

We measure exit from the bench by treating a judge who does not appear in the next edition of the *American Bench* as having left the court. This information is supplemented with data from the individual state courts. The *American Bench* generally removes judges from the directory published in the next full year after the judge exits. Thus, a judge who served for part of 2002 would appear in the 2002 edition but not the 2003 edition. Although we have data from the state courts that are more exact about the timing of exit, the data are often missing for judges who exit early in the sample, as a number of state courts do not have the complete history of their judges back to 1977. For this reason, we treat exit as an annual “event” and estimate the probability of exit by year rather than attempting to measure the exact duration of tenure.

We lack information on why each judge left the bench. Thus, we cannot differentiate exit due to death, retirement, or taking another job. We address this by examining all exits from the bench and then exits by judges who are under sixty-five, as a proxy for exits by judges who leave the bench for another job.126 The summary statistics describing the sample are presented in Table 1.

---

126. See *infra* Table 7 and accompanying text.
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### Table 1

Descriptive Statistics of Sample (Annual Observations)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>SD</th>
<th>Min</th>
<th>Max</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Exit from the Bench*</td>
<td>0.0553</td>
<td>0.23</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Exit from the Bench (Judges Under 65)*</td>
<td>0.0266</td>
<td>0.16</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Real Salary (in $10,000 of 1982 dollars)</td>
<td>6.65</td>
<td>0.97</td>
<td>3.9</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Judge’s Age**</td>
<td>57.26</td>
<td>8.63</td>
<td>23.0</td>
<td>94</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eligible for Retirement†</td>
<td>0.27</td>
<td>0.45</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Percent of Salary on Retirement</td>
<td>0.31</td>
<td>0.30</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Portion of Pension Vested</td>
<td>0.70</td>
<td>0.46</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Within Five Years of Retirement Age†</td>
<td>0.09</td>
<td>0.29</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average Salary of Local First-Year Associates (in $10,000 of 1982 dollars)</td>
<td>4.53</td>
<td>1.02</td>
<td>2.6</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average Salary of Local Partners (in $10,000 of 1982 dollars)</td>
<td>28.74</td>
<td>13.04</td>
<td>11.4</td>
<td>91</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cases Filed Annually per Judge</td>
<td>195.74</td>
<td>130.41</td>
<td>3.6</td>
<td>1296</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of Judges on Relevant Court</td>
<td>24.65</td>
<td>24.80</td>
<td>3.0</td>
<td>105</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of Support Attorneys per Judge</td>
<td>2.68</td>
<td>2.53</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Male†</td>
<td>0.84</td>
<td>0.37</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>African-American†</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>0.11</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Percent of Salary on Retirement</td>
<td>0.24</td>
<td>0.23</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Current Term Ending This Year†</td>
<td>0.08</td>
<td>0.27</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Entry Method</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gubernatorial Appointment</td>
<td>0.50</td>
<td>0.50</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Legislative Election</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>0.16</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nonpartisan Election</td>
<td>0.26</td>
<td>0.44</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Partisan Election</td>
<td>0.22</td>
<td>0.41</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Retention Method</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Governor Renominates</td>
<td>0.07</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Legislative Reelection</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>0.18</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nominating Commission Retains</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>0.10</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reelection</td>
<td>0.44</td>
<td>0.50</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Retention Election</td>
<td>0.43</td>
<td>0.49</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total Number of Observations</td>
<td>29,870</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* For each judge, we recorded a value of 0 if the judge did not exit the bench in the year observed, and a value of 1 if the judge did exit the bench in that year.

** The judge’s age was not available for 11% of the observations. We included an indicator variable equal to 1 for all missing observations and 0 if the age was available.

† For these binary statistics, we recorded a value of 0 if the judge did not have the relevant characteristic in the year observed, and a value of 1 if the judge did have the relevant characteristic in that year.
B. Measures of Career Background

To measure previous careers, we sorted judges’ past employment into nine categories that occurred with at least some frequency in the judges’ biographies. Since judges may have multiple jobs prior to becoming a judge, the categories are not mutually exclusive. The categories include whether the judge has held an academic position; whether the judge has worked in a district attorney’s office or has been a district attorney; whether the judge has been a politician (defined as someone holding elected office at the state or federal level); whether the judge has been an officer in the military; whether the judge has worked as a private attorney; whether the judge has been a judge for a lower court; whether the judge has worked for the state attorney general’s office or has been the attorney general; whether the judge has worked for a public defender’s office; and finally whether the judge has either worked for a U.S. Attorney’s office or been a U.S. Attorney.

**TABLE 2**
Judicial Qualifications/Background in Sample

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Proportion</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>African-American*</td>
<td>0.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Male*</td>
<td>0.79</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Judge Had Been an Academic</td>
<td>0.08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Judge Had Worked in a District Attorney’s Office</td>
<td>0.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Judge Had Been a Politician</td>
<td>0.12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Judge Had Been an Officer in the Military</td>
<td>0.07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Judge Had Been a Private Attorney</td>
<td>0.47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Judge Had Been a Judge on a Lower Court</td>
<td>0.60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Judge Had Worked in a State Attorney General’s Office</td>
<td>0.07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Judge Had Worked in a Public Defender’s Office</td>
<td>0.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Judge Had Worked in a U.S. Attorney’s Office</td>
<td>0.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Judge Had Been a Judicial Law Clerk</td>
<td>0.11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Judge Attended a Law School Ranked in the Top 10</td>
<td>0.19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total Number of Judges</td>
<td>2207</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* These statistics differ from Table 1 because Table 1 is based on annual observations of the sitting judges each year, whereas this Table is based on the total number of judges.

127. Ideally, we would like to have the judge’s occupation immediately prior to joining the bench. Unfortunately, the American Bench biographies do not consistently report data on the order in which each judge held his or her previous jobs.
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Finally, we also measure each judge’s educational background using two measures: first, whether judge was a judicial law clerk, and second, whether the judge attended a top-ten law school. To rank the law schools we utilize either the U.S. News & World Report rankings, if available, for the year the judge would have started law school, or the Gourman Report, which began ranking law schools in 1967. Given the limited turnover for top-ten ranked schools, we simply used the rankings from 1967 for judges who attended law school prior to 1967.128 Table 2 provides the breakdown of judicial backgrounds.

C. Measures of Judicial Compensation

The salary data come from the Survey of Judicial Salaries by the National Center for State Courts, which contains salary information on state court judges by court, position held, and year.129 We match these data to the data collected from the American Bench. As with all dollar values in the study, we convert judicial salaries to real 1982 dollars. Judges’ pay varies widely both across states and through time. Figure 2 breaks down the 2007 pay (again in 1982 dollars) for all fifty states for associate justices of state supreme courts (or courts of last appeal).130

Figure 2 shows the range of judicial salaries in 2007, adjusted for the sake of comparison to 1982 equivalent salaries. The highest-paid appellate judges are California Supreme Court justices, who earn the 1982 equivalent of $100,101. This is actually more than federal judges, who in 2007 earned the equivalent of $97,906 in 1982 dollars ($203,000 in 2007 dollars). The lowest-paid judges are associate justices in Montana, who earn $50,750 in 1982 dollars, or about half of the California salary.131

---

128. The law schools ranked in the top ten that have a graduate serving as a judge on a state appellate or state supreme court between 1977 and 2007 are Berkeley, Columbia, Cornell, Duke, Georgetown, Harvard, New York University, Northwestern, Stanford, Chicago, Michigan, Pennsylvania, Virginia, and Yale. Fourteen schools are included, rather than ten, because the rankings shifted over the time period studied.


131. These apparent differences in salary ignore differences in cost of living among the states. We control for this by using state-fixed effects in the regressions that follow.
The salaries also vary substantially through time. Consider the real salaries over time for United States Supreme Court Associate Justices, New York Court of Appeals associate justices, and California Supreme Court associate justices, shown in Figure 3.

For Associate Justices of the Supreme Court of the United States, the salaries decreased in real terms from 1977 until 1990, when the Ethics Reform Act of 1989 effected nominal pay increases of twenty-five to thirty percent over a two-year period. Since then, the fall in pay has been more gradual. By contrast, California Supreme Court associate justices have experienced a gradual real increase since 1982. For associate justices of the New York Court of Appeals, the picture is even more dramatic, with increases in pay being eroded by inflation several times during the sample period.
D. Pensions

Apart from salary, another important source of judicial compensation is a judge’s pension. We examined the pensions for state court judges in all states and found a wide variety of pension mechanisms. Using the National Center for State Courts data on judicial pensions, we construct two measures of judicial pensions. The first is the percentage of the judge’s current salary she would receive upon retirement if she left the bench in the current year (described in Table 1 as “Percent of Salary on Retirement”). This is zero if the judge’s pension is not vested, and a percentage once it is vested. The second variable is whether, at the judge’s current age for a given year, the judge is eligible to retire and begin receiving his or her pension. This cutoff varies widely by state and is typically a function of both time on the bench and age.


133. Consider the pension systems of two states in our sample: Arkansas and Nevada. An appeals court judge in Arkansas has a pension that is immediately vested, and receives 3.2% of her salary for every year on the bench, up to a maximum of 80% of her salary. She
One other issue requires mention on our pension variables. We do not know for all judges how long the judge served on a lower court (or if they served at all) before joining the appeals court, and hence we will underestimate the salary percentages for these judges. To avoid systematic bias, we base our pension calculations only on time served as an appellate judge, since this information is consistent across our data.

E. Judicial Workload

Judicial workload is another potentially important variable that might impact decisions to become a judge or retire. To capture judicial workload, we include the National Center for State Courts data on civil and criminal appeals to the relevant court. The hypothesis is that increases in workload will make exit more likely. We divide total caseload by the number of judges on the relevant court to capture average workload per judge. Because this number is only available for the court as a whole, average caseload is clearly an imprecise measure of judicial workload and does not tell us the caseload any specific judge is facing.

F. Opportunity Costs of Serving as a Judge

As discussed in Part I.A above, many have argued that relatively low judicial salaries make it harder to convince qualified attorneys to become judges because of the salaries these lawyers can earn in the private sector. This is relevant to claims about the effect of judicial salary both on quality and on diversity of background. But what a lawyer can earn in the private sector varies by region. Highly qualified lawyers may earn more in New York or Washington, D.C., than in smaller cities. This will affect the “opportunity cost” of becoming a judge—the cost of the forgone opportunity to earn more money.

Following Scott Baker, we utilize Altman Weil’s Survey of Law Firm Economics, which provides information on law firm compensation, including average salaries for both partners and associates. Baker argues that this is a proxy for the opportunity cost of being a judge, since the judge could exit the


135. See Baker, supra note 7, at 78 n.53 (citing Altman Weil Publ’ns, Inc., The Survey of Law Firm Economics (2005)).

136. The survey is discussed in some depth by Baker. See id.
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bench to practice law. This measure is also limited, however, since we are forced by the nature of our data to treat the relevant opportunity cost for the judge according to state rather than according to a narrower geographic area.

It is also unclear whether the typical state court appellate judge could leave the bench and earn the same salary as a partner at a top law firm. For this reason, we also estimate the model using the salary of a first-year associate as a rough proxy for compensation in the private legal market. The underlying assumption is that, although first-year salaries are clearly less than the salary that a judge would make entering the firm, the first-year salaries provide a useful, standardized figure that reflects meaningful information about general compensation levels throughout the relevant market. We aggregate this information to the state level. Although the survey covers a number of lawyers and law firms, some states are omitted in the sample. Including either of our proxies for opportunity cost results in the loss of several smaller states from the sample and a reduction in sample size. For this reason, we estimate the model both including and excluding the private salary measures. Figure 4 presents the ratios of average judicial salary, for all judges in our sample in 2007, relative to the average partner salary in each available state. The implication of the chart is that New York judges have the largest opportunity cost in our sample, while judges in Tennessee have the lowest.

Because of the limitations of the Altman Weil data, we also examine the regional legal market using data on legal professional salaries from the U.S. Census. This number, which includes all lawyers, likely underestimates what a judge could make in the private sector but provides a broader measure of opportunity cost and includes all states.

Finally, we measure one common expense that some lawyers have cited when explaining their decision to leave the bench or not to join it—the cost of a private college education. We measure the average real private college tuition for six regions of the county (Middle States, Midwest, New England, South, Southwest, and West). The data come from the College Board and cover the years 1988 to 2007. There is regional variation in the data, mostly due to the mix of schools in each region. Tuition costs during this period rose significantly faster than inflation.

137. Id. at 78.
138. Thus, for example, our measure is likely to overstate the opportunity cost for a judge in upstate New York and understate it for a judge in Manhattan.
III. THE EFFECTS OF JUDICIAL SALARY

As discussed above, the implicit causal arguments made about the effects of judicial salary can be loosely divided into claims about its effect on the composition of the judiciary and claims about its effect on the behavior of judges. We first empirically examine the effects of judicial salary on the composition of the bench.

Our primary independent variable is the salary of state appellate court judges. Our hypothesis is that increases in salary are associated with decreases in the likelihood of exit.

Finally, we estimate the impact of both the method used to select judges and the method of determining if judges are retained on the bench. Table 1A in the Appendix provides the 2007 data for judicial selection and retention methods. The methods of selecting judges change very little during the sample period, with only a handful of states adjusting the retirement ages. For this reason, the method of selection is subsumed in the state controls.

We include an indicator variable equal to one if the current year is the end of the judge’s current term. We also include control variables for judges chosen by gubernatorial appointments, legislative vote, or partisan or nonpartisan elections. The omitted category is nominating commissions. We also include con-
trols for the method of retention: governor reappointment, legislative vote, a vote of the nominating commission, or another partisan or nonpartisan election. We further interact the end-of-term variable with method of retention under the assumption that the incentive to retire from the bench to avoid an election, for example, may be different from the incentives to avoid renomination.

A. Specification

1. The impact of pay on entry into the judiciary

The impact of judicial salary on the likelihood that a judge has undertaken a specific occupation prior to joining the bench is estimated using a probit model. The specification is similar to the specification for exit, discussed below, although the unit of observation is the judge, and the salary and opportunity cost variables are for the year in which the judge was appointed. The model uses the following formula:

\[
\text{Occupation}_{it} = \beta_1 \text{real salary}_i + \beta_2 X_i + \gamma_t + \theta_i + \phi_i
\]

Occupation is an indicator variable, set equal to one if the judge had experience in that specific occupation prior to joining the relevant court. The nine occupations, discussed above, are employment in academia, politics, military service, private practice, a district attorney’s office (including being the district attorney), the state attorney general’s office (including being the attorney general), a public defender’s office, a U.S. Attorney’s office (including being a U.S. Attorney), or judging on a lower court. Thus, someone who was a faculty member at a law school but had not worked in a district attorney’s office would have the variable “academic” set equal to one, but the variable for employment in the district attorney’s office set equal to zero. In this formula, \( \text{real salary}_i \) is the real judicial salary discussed above, and \( X_i \) are judicial characteristics that do not vary through time (such as race and gender). We also include year-fixed effects (\( \gamma_t \)), state-fixed effects (\( \theta_i \)), and court-type-fixed effects (\( \phi_i \)).

It is important to recognize the limitations of this approach. Ideally, we would like to examine the willingness of attorneys in private practice to join the bench. We do not have data on the population of attorneys in private practice who might be considered for a judgeship (or might consider running), but who do not actually serve as judges. Absent data on this population, we examine the population who join the bench. If we are willing to assume that the changes in the unobserved population of attorneys willing to be considered map directly onto the changes in the population that become judges, we can make statements about the willingness of private attorneys to take judgeships depending on salaries.
It is easy to see how this could go wrong. If changes in salaries also change
the types of backgrounds selected by governors, for example, we could not de-
termine with our data the impact of salary on willingness to serve, since it
would be confounded with which backgrounds make a lawyer more likely to be
asked to become judges. For this reason, we interpret the background results
with caution. This is not a problem for the results on exit, for which we have
the complete population of judges.

2. Specification for likelihood of exit

We estimate the probability of exit with a discrete hazard model. Since we
are interested in the probability that any given judge will depart in a given
year, we estimate a survival model. Since our age variable is observed only at yearly
intervals, we estimate a discrete time version of the proportional hazard model.
These models are typically estimated using a complementary log-log (cloglog)
regression, which is functionally equivalent to a Cox proportional hazard mod-
el. \[ H_k \text{ is the discrete hazard function and is captured by an indicator variable for } \text{each year on the bench (that is, } H_1 = 1 \text{ in the judge’s first year on the bench and zero otherwise). We arrive at the following formula:} \]

\[
\text{exit}_{it} = \beta_1 \text{real salary}_{it} + \beta_2 X_i + \beta_3 Z_{it} + \gamma_i + \theta_i + \phi_i + \sum_{k=1}^{k} H_k
\]

where \( Z_{it} \) are characteristics that vary by judge and time (such as our opportuni-
ty cost measures, retirement value, age, current terms ending, and term end in-
teracted with retention method), \( H_k \) are the hazard rates estimated by using control
variables equal to one for each year the judge has been on the bench (i.e.,
year 1 equals one for the first year and zero otherwise, year 2 equals one for the
second year and zero otherwise, etc.), and the other variables retain their mean-
ings from above.

B. Results and Discussion on the Composition of the Judiciary

1. The impact of pay on entry into the judiciary

As we discussed above, numerous commentators have hypothesized that
judicial pay affects the kinds of lawyers who will join the bench. In particular,
Chief Justice Roberts has expressed the concern that absent pay raises, the per-

---

141. See Bruce D. Meyer, Unemployment Insurance and Unemployment Spells, 58
ECONOMETRICA 757 (1990) (examining unemployment duration using a semiparametric du-
ration model); Stephen P. Jenkins, Survival Analysis (July 18, 2005) (unpublished manu-
script), available at http://www.iser.essex.ac.uk/files/teaching/stephenj/ec968/pdfs/
ec968lnotesv6.pdf (providing estimation methods and theoretical background on duration
analysis).
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...the percentage of the bench that consists of lawyers with private sector experience will fall dramatically.\textsuperscript{142} Another recurring theme expressed in numerous contexts is that with low judicial salaries, new judges joining the bench will be less capable than the judges they are replacing.

Table 3 presents the results of our background estimates. The unit of observation is the judge in the year in which he or she joined the bench.

Our results generally suggest that higher salaries reduce the likelihood that a judge has been an academic, has been a public defender, has previously served as a judge, or has worked in a U.S. Attorney’s office. For example, for every $10,000 of increase in salary, there is an 0.179 decrease in the chance that a new judge would have previous experience judging. This is consistent with the hypothesis that low judicial salaries tend to attract those who are already earning comparatively low salaries in public service or as academics. Similarly, as judicial pay increases in a state, the likelihood that judges will have experience in private practice also increases. For every increase of $10,000 in salary, the chance of a new judge having private sector experience increases by 0.0661. In this respect, our data are consistent with Chief Justice Roberts’s concern that low judicial salaries will lead to judges with less private sector experience.

Interestingly, and somewhat counterintuitively, increasing judicial salaries are also associated with more judges having district attorney experience. This result is somewhat surprising, because one might have expected this category of experience to be similar to public defender experience or previous judging experience.

We do not find a statistically significant impact of real starting salary on the probability that a judge has been a politician, has been a military officer, or has served in the state attorney general’s office.

2. Incorporating opportunity costs

As noted by many, the ratio of judicial salaries to private sector legal salaries has shrunk substantially over the last thirty years. Many first-year associates at large firms are paid over $150,000 per year, while partners can make several million dollars. Some have hypothesized that this has led to a decrease in the willingness of private sector lawyers to become judges.

\textsuperscript{142} Roberts, \textit{supra} note 4, at 2.
### Table 3
Impact of Salary on Judicial Backgrounds

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>Academic</th>
<th>District Attorney</th>
<th>Politician</th>
<th>Military</th>
<th>Private Practice</th>
<th>Judge</th>
<th>State Attorney General</th>
<th>Public Defender</th>
<th>U.S. Attorney</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Real Salary in $10,000</td>
<td>-0.539***</td>
<td>0.324***</td>
<td>-0.0361</td>
<td>-0.604</td>
<td>0.169*</td>
<td>-0.472***</td>
<td>0.103</td>
<td>-0.572**</td>
<td>-0.362**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.215)</td>
<td>(0.115)</td>
<td>(0.152)</td>
<td>(0.410)</td>
<td>(0.0880)</td>
<td>(0.161)</td>
<td>(0.159)</td>
<td>(0.283)</td>
<td>(0.191)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Judge’s Age</td>
<td>-0.0166</td>
<td>-0.000400</td>
<td>-0.000884</td>
<td>0.0253</td>
<td>-0.0119</td>
<td>-0.000610</td>
<td>-0.0167</td>
<td>-0.00549***</td>
<td>-0.00719</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.0113)</td>
<td>(0.00702)</td>
<td>(0.00679)</td>
<td>(0.0165)</td>
<td>(0.00860)</td>
<td>(0.0102)</td>
<td>(0.0106)</td>
<td>(0.0147)</td>
<td>(0.0146)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>First-Year Associate Salary, Interpolated</td>
<td>0.268</td>
<td>0.303</td>
<td>0.383</td>
<td>0.428</td>
<td>-0.134</td>
<td>0.355**</td>
<td>0.514</td>
<td>-0.313</td>
<td>0.570</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.280)</td>
<td>(0.205)</td>
<td>(0.281)</td>
<td>(0.466)</td>
<td>(0.229)</td>
<td>(0.164)</td>
<td>(0.379)</td>
<td>(0.345)</td>
<td>(0.455)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Partner Salary, Interpolated</td>
<td>-0.0165</td>
<td>-0.0116</td>
<td>-0.0280***</td>
<td>0.0254*</td>
<td>-0.00181</td>
<td>-0.0105**</td>
<td>-0.0125</td>
<td>-0.0256*</td>
<td>0.00585</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.0123)</td>
<td>(0.00927)</td>
<td>(0.00682)</td>
<td>(0.0141)</td>
<td>(0.0158)</td>
<td>(0.00508)</td>
<td>(0.0117)</td>
<td>(0.0145)</td>
<td>(0.00756)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Observations</td>
<td>869</td>
<td>947</td>
<td>879</td>
<td>651</td>
<td>996</td>
<td>963</td>
<td>805</td>
<td>401</td>
<td>509</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marginal Effect of $10,000</td>
<td>-0.0436</td>
<td>0.0847</td>
<td>-0.00482</td>
<td>-0.0226</td>
<td>0.0661</td>
<td>-0.179</td>
<td>0.0125</td>
<td>-0.0471</td>
<td>-0.0343</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Percentage Change in Probability</td>
<td>-57.35%</td>
<td>41.4%</td>
<td>-4.71%</td>
<td>-3.87%</td>
<td>15.4%</td>
<td>-29.8%</td>
<td>13.7%</td>
<td>-6.52%</td>
<td>-48.5%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Robust standard errors in parentheses. Statistically significant results in italics.

* $p < 0.1$. ** $p < 0.05$. *** $p < 0.01$. Includes year, court, and state fixed effects.
As one can see in the fourth row of Table 3, we find that an increase in partner salaries in the state decreases the likelihood that a new appellate judge has prior judicial experience or prior political experience. One interpretation of this finding is that in states where partner salaries are higher, trial court judges are not joining appellate courts but are instead pursuing private practice. Combined with our finding that increases in judicial salary increase the likelihood that those with private sector legal experience will join the bench, the evidence is consistent with some competition between the appellate judicial labor market and the market for private sector attorneys.

TABLE 4
Impact of Salary on Educational Backgrounds

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>Clerk</th>
<th>Top-Ten Law School</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Real Salary in $10,000</td>
<td>-0.210</td>
<td>-0.379***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(0.176)</td>
<td>(0.129)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Judge’s Age</td>
<td>-0.0419***</td>
<td>0.0149</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(0.0110)</td>
<td>(0.0136)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>First-Year Associate Salary, Interpolated</td>
<td>0.269</td>
<td>-0.00479</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(0.301)</td>
<td>(0.239)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Partner Salary, Interpolated</td>
<td>-0.0104</td>
<td>-0.0230**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(0.00838)</td>
<td>(0.0114)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Observations</td>
<td>949</td>
<td>773</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marginal Effect of $10,000</td>
<td>-0.0322</td>
<td>-0.0890</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Percentage Change in Probability</td>
<td>-25.7%</td>
<td>-4.59%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Robust standard errors in parentheses. Statistically significant results in italics.
* p < 0.1. ** p < 0.05. *** p < 0.01. Includes year, court, and state fixed effects.

We now turn to quality measures. We cannot directly measure the quality of a lawyer or a judge. However, we do have information about where a judge went to law school. In Table 4 we estimate the impact of starting salary on the education of those who become appellate judges. Interestingly, the impact of starting salary on the likelihood that an appellate judge attended a top-ten law school is negative and significant. Higher judicial salaries are actually associated with fewer graduates from top law schools joining the appellate bench. Or, in other words, lower judicial salaries are associated with more top-ten law school graduates joining the appellate bench. For every additional $10,000 in salary, the chance of a judge having a degree from a top-ten law school declines by 0.089.

Given that clerkships at the federal level are highly selective and often a prerequisite for academic positions, we also include them as a possible indicator of quality. Nevertheless, we find no statistically significant impact of real starting salary on the likelihood that a judge was a judicial law clerk. Taken to-
together, this evidence regarding law school and clerkships does not support the argument that low judicial salaries will lead to a lower quality appellate bench—at least as measured by the imperfect proxies of law school ranking or federal judicial clerkship experience.

Interestingly, the impact of law firm associate salaries on the chance of a judge having graduated from a top-ten law school is also negative. This is consistent with the possibility that top law school graduates with more lucrative outside options are less likely to join the appellate bench when judicial salaries are low relative to starting salaries for associates.

In Table 5 we examine certain aspects of diversity—namely the race, sex, and prior experience of new judges—to determine whether any groups sharing these characteristics are particularly sensitive to salary levels.

**TABLE 5**

Impact of Salary on Gender, Race, and Experience of Entering Judges

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>Male</th>
<th>African-American</th>
<th>Experience</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Real Salary in $10,000</td>
<td>-0.140</td>
<td>0.0353</td>
<td>-0.109</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.118)</td>
<td>(0.705)</td>
<td>(0.506)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Judge’s Age</td>
<td>-0.0481***</td>
<td>-0.0249</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.00980)</td>
<td>(0.0539)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>First-Year Associate Salary,</td>
<td>0.0571</td>
<td>2.783*</td>
<td>1.187</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interpolated</td>
<td>(0.148)</td>
<td>(1.440)</td>
<td>(1.883)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Partner Salary, Interpolated</td>
<td>0.00449</td>
<td>0.159</td>
<td>0.0341</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.00575)</td>
<td>(0.103)</td>
<td>(0.0464)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Observations</td>
<td>980</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>754</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marginal Effect of $10,000</td>
<td>-0.0434</td>
<td>0.000475</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Percentage Change in Probability</td>
<td>-5.99%</td>
<td>5.94%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Robust standard errors in parentheses. Statistically significant results in italics.
* p < 0.1. ** p < 0.05. *** p < 0.01. Includes year, court, and state fixed effects.

In general, we find no statistically significant impact of judicial salary on the likelihood that individuals of a given race, sex, or career background will serve as judges. Interestingly, however, we do find that increases in associate starting salaries increase the likelihood of finding African-American judges—but this is likely because states with large urban centers have both more African-Americans (and African-American judges) and also higher legal salaries than rural states.

As discussed above in Part I.A, some commentators, building on a line of argument that started with Plato, have suggested that high judicial salaries
would attract greedy judges who were not dedicated to the public interest. Unfortunately, we have no way of measuring these qualities. 143

3. Exit

To understand how salary affects the composition of the appellate bench, understanding who joins the bench is not enough. The other key process to model is the decision by sitting judges to leave the bench, and how salary and other forms of compensation may affect this decision. This is also relevant to understanding how judicial salary affects judicial independence. We turn to that process now.

The results of our estimation of the probability of exit are presented in Table 6.

Columns one through nine add in additional control variables, with each additional control reducing the sample size due to missing data. In the specification with the smallest number of missing observations, we include the real salary for the current year, the judge’s age, whether the judge is eligible for retirement, the percentage of the judge’s annual salary that he or she will receive upon retirement, and the method of retention interacted with the indicator variable for the end of the judge’s term.

The impact of judicial salary is negative and significant in the first two columns, indicating that an increase in judicial real pay reduces the probability that a judge will exit the appellate bench. The impact is relatively modest: an increase of $10,000 in pay causes a 0.00263 decrease in the probability of exit in a given year. Since the average probability for any judge to exit the bench is 5.53% for the estimation sample, a $10,000 increase in pay reduces the likelihood of exit by about 4.76% (0.00263 ÷ 0.0553 = 0.0476). Figure 5 presents the probability of exit (the hazard rate), conditional on having continued to serve on the relevant court up to the year in question.

143. Future research might examine the relationship between judicial salary and corruption convictions. Cf. Frank, supra note 5, at 75-76 (comparing judicial salary and reputation for judicial corruption in Brazil with United States).
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>(1)</th>
<th>(2)</th>
<th>(3)</th>
<th>(4)</th>
<th>(5)</th>
<th>(6)</th>
<th>(7)</th>
<th>(8)</th>
<th>(9)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Real Salary in $10,000</td>
<td>-0.214***</td>
<td>-0.205***</td>
<td>-0.0722</td>
<td>-0.176</td>
<td>-0.178</td>
<td>-0.214</td>
<td>-0.178</td>
<td>-0.171</td>
<td>-0.180</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.0572)</td>
<td>(0.0716)</td>
<td>(0.0880)</td>
<td>(0.113)</td>
<td>(0.113)</td>
<td>(0.170)</td>
<td>(0.113)</td>
<td>(0.113)</td>
<td>(0.113)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Judge’s Age</td>
<td>0.0789***</td>
<td>0.0792***</td>
<td>0.0856***</td>
<td>0.0873***</td>
<td>0.0875***</td>
<td>0.0875***</td>
<td>0.0873***</td>
<td>0.0874***</td>
<td>0.0874***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.00469)</td>
<td>(0.00523)</td>
<td>(0.00615)</td>
<td>(0.00729)</td>
<td>(0.00728)</td>
<td>(0.00725)</td>
<td>(0.00726)</td>
<td>(0.00729)</td>
<td>(0.00729)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eligible for Retirement</td>
<td>0.190**</td>
<td>0.142*</td>
<td>0.112</td>
<td>0.0592</td>
<td>0.0513</td>
<td>0.0521</td>
<td>0.0592</td>
<td>0.0562</td>
<td>0.0514</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.0753)</td>
<td>(0.0827)</td>
<td>(0.0964)</td>
<td>(0.117)</td>
<td>(0.117)</td>
<td>(0.118)</td>
<td>(0.118)</td>
<td>(0.118)</td>
<td>(0.118)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Filed Cases by Judge</td>
<td>3.46 × 10^{-7}</td>
<td>8.34 × 10^{-5}</td>
<td>0.000179</td>
<td>0.000183</td>
<td>0.000185</td>
<td>0.000181</td>
<td>0.000188</td>
<td>0.000186</td>
<td>0.000186</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.000307)</td>
<td>(0.000326)</td>
<td>(0.000356)</td>
<td>(0.000357)</td>
<td>(0.000357)</td>
<td>(0.000357)</td>
<td>(0.000357)</td>
<td>(0.000357)</td>
<td>(0.000357)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Percent of Salary on Retirement</td>
<td>-0.173</td>
<td>-0.0916</td>
<td>-0.167</td>
<td>-0.0799</td>
<td>-0.0703</td>
<td>-0.0658</td>
<td>-0.0838</td>
<td>-0.0795</td>
<td>-0.0741</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.185)</td>
<td>(0.201)</td>
<td>(0.243)</td>
<td>(0.286)</td>
<td>(0.286)</td>
<td>(0.287)</td>
<td>(0.287)</td>
<td>(0.286)</td>
<td>(0.287)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Governor Renominates × Term Ends</td>
<td>-17.54***</td>
<td>-17.62***</td>
<td>-17.26***</td>
<td>-17.30***</td>
<td>-17.15***</td>
<td>-17.10***</td>
<td>-17.16***</td>
<td>-17.10***</td>
<td>-17.10***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.329)</td>
<td>(0.351)</td>
<td>(0.368)</td>
<td>(0.407)</td>
<td>(0.453)</td>
<td>(0.462)</td>
<td>(0.452)</td>
<td>(0.461)</td>
<td>(0.461)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Legislative Reelection × Term Ends</td>
<td>-18.00***</td>
<td>-17.85***</td>
<td>-17.26***</td>
<td>-17.36***</td>
<td>-17.30***</td>
<td>-17.15***</td>
<td>-17.10***</td>
<td>-17.16***</td>
<td>-17.10***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.320)</td>
<td>(0.394)</td>
<td>(1.076)</td>
<td>(0.407)</td>
<td>(0.453)</td>
<td>(0.462)</td>
<td>(0.452)</td>
<td>(0.461)</td>
<td>(0.461)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nominating Commission Retains × Term Ends</td>
<td>-0.589***</td>
<td>-0.709***</td>
<td>-0.585***</td>
<td>-1.238***</td>
<td>-1.233***</td>
<td>-1.233***</td>
<td>-1.239***</td>
<td>-1.243***</td>
<td>-1.234***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.170)</td>
<td>(0.195)</td>
<td>(0.217)</td>
<td>(0.289)</td>
<td>(0.289)</td>
<td>(0.289)</td>
<td>(0.289)</td>
<td>(0.289)</td>
<td>(0.289)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reelection × Term Ends</td>
<td>-0.237</td>
<td>-0.216</td>
<td>0.0851</td>
<td>0.257</td>
<td>0.258</td>
<td>0.255</td>
<td>0.258</td>
<td>0.258</td>
<td>0.257</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.163)</td>
<td>(0.176)</td>
<td>(0.184)</td>
<td>(0.212)</td>
<td>(0.212)</td>
<td>(0.212)</td>
<td>(0.212)</td>
<td>(0.212)</td>
<td>(0.212)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Retention Election × Term Ends</td>
<td>-0.107</td>
<td>-0.0280</td>
<td>-0.0275</td>
<td>-0.0285</td>
<td>-0.0281</td>
<td>-0.0348</td>
<td>-0.0279</td>
<td>0.0348</td>
<td>-0.0279</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.133)</td>
<td>(0.190)</td>
<td>(0.191)</td>
<td>(0.191)</td>
<td>(0.190)</td>
<td>(0.190)</td>
<td>(0.191)</td>
<td>(0.190)</td>
<td>(0.191)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Variable</td>
<td>(1)</td>
<td>(2)</td>
<td>(3)</td>
<td>(4)</td>
<td>(5)</td>
<td>(6)</td>
<td>(7)</td>
<td>(8)</td>
<td>(9)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>----------------------------------</td>
<td>-----------</td>
<td>-----------</td>
<td>-----------</td>
<td>-----------</td>
<td>-----------</td>
<td>-----------</td>
<td>-----------</td>
<td>-----------</td>
<td>-----------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Partner Salary, Interpolated</td>
<td>0.00329</td>
<td>0.00352</td>
<td>0.00361</td>
<td>0.00327</td>
<td>0.00326</td>
<td>0.00351</td>
<td>(0.00786)</td>
<td>(0.00791)</td>
<td>(0.00789)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Male</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.00587</td>
<td></td>
<td>-0.284</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Male × Real Salary</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>African-American</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>African-American × Real Salary</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Observations</td>
<td>29,700</td>
<td>24,883</td>
<td>19,055</td>
<td>13,986</td>
<td>13,971</td>
<td>13,971</td>
<td>13,971</td>
<td>13,986</td>
<td>13,971</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of Judges</td>
<td>2798</td>
<td>2529</td>
<td>2004</td>
<td>1652</td>
<td>1650</td>
<td>1650</td>
<td>1650</td>
<td>1652</td>
<td>1650</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marginal Effect of $10,000</td>
<td>-0.00263</td>
<td>-0.00251</td>
<td>-0.000728</td>
<td>-0.00103</td>
<td>-0.00125</td>
<td>-0.00104</td>
<td>-0.00104</td>
<td>-0.00100</td>
<td>-0.00105</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marginal Effect of $10,000 (Male)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marginal Effect of $10,000 (African-American)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Percentage Change in Exit Rate</td>
<td>-4.76%</td>
<td>-4.53%</td>
<td>-1.35%</td>
<td>-1.97%</td>
<td>-2%</td>
<td>-2.39%</td>
<td>-2%</td>
<td>-1.92%</td>
<td>-2.02%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Robust standard errors in parentheses. Statistically significant results in italics.

*p < 0.1. **p < 0.05. ***p < 0.01. Includes year, court, and state fixed effects.
The probability of exit by years on the bench (the hazard rate) in Figure 5 is the predicted probability of exit for each year of experience, evaluating all other characteristics except judicial salary at their means (for example, the prediction is made for a fifty-one-year-old judge). The probability of exit is estimated nonparametrically by allowing each year of experience to have its own intercept. That is, we impose no functional form on the likelihood of exit. Interestingly, we find an upward trend in the likelihood of exit as tenure increases. We also graph the impact of salary by varying the real judicial salary by $10,000 either above or below the mean. We see that decreased salary slightly increases the chance of exit, but much less than more years on the bench does.

Figure 6 presents the predicted probability of exit resulting from changes in the real judicial salary, holding constant average tenure on the bench. The probability of exit in Figure 6 can thus be thought of as the impact of judicial salary on average annual probability of exit. Starting in the center of the graph with the average real salary of $65,000 (in 1982 purchasing power), we increase (right) or decrease (left) the salary by $10,000. We also include the sample minimum and maximum to show the limits of our policy experiment.
A number of the control variables are also statistically significant predictors of exit. Not surprisingly, increases in age increase the likelihood of exit. Judges who are eligible for retirement are also more likely to retire.

Figure 7 presents the exit rate and percentage of salary available at retirement by age. The graph provides two important details regarding pensions. First, in contrast to federal judicial pensions, the impact of pensions at the state level is far more gradual. The likelihood of exit rises with age but makes a large jump between ages sixty-five and seventy, when a number of states have mandatory retirement.

Interestingly, Table 6 shows that both (1) judges who are in their last year of a term and must be reappointed by a nominating commission and (2) judges who are in their last year of a term and must face reelection are less likely to exit. We would have expected that those facing the uncertainty of reelection or reappointment might have been more likely to exit. This apparently counterinti-
intuitive finding might be explained by the lack of precision in our measure of the exact year of exit.

FIGURE 7
Percentage Salary and Turnover

In column two of Table 6, we add in the average caseload per judge. This factor is not significant in any of our specifications, suggesting that caseload is not a significant factor affecting exit from the bench.

Column three adds the first-year associate salary, and column four includes partner salary. Neither is significant on its own, although judicial salary loses its significance in column three when associate salary is included, but returns to significance in specifications that include partner salary.

In columns five through nine, we break down the impact of judicial salary by race and sex, but find no statistically significant difference between men and women in the likelihood that they will exit the bench and no significant differences in the impact of salary on the probability of exit by race or sex. Sex and race, therefore, do not appear to affect judges’ sensitivity to salary.

One plausible hypothesis is that judicial salary might have more of an impact on judges who leave the bench prior to conventional retirement age. In Table 7 we re-estimate our models using only exits by judges who are less than sixty-five years old, with our assumption being that these exits are less likely to be retirements.
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\begin{table}[ht]
\centering
\caption{Impact of Salary on Exit by Judges Under Age of 65}
\begin{tabular}{|c|c|c|c|c|}
\hline
 & (1) & (2) & (3) & (4) \\
\hline
Real Salary in $10,000 & -0.398*** & -0.403*** & -0.281** & -0.458*** \\
 & (0.0820) & (0.106) & (0.129) & (0.176) \\
First-Year & & & & \\
Associate Salary, & -0.0126 & -0.147 \\
Interpolated & (0.193) & (0.316) \\
Partner Salary, & & & -0.000924 \\
Interpolated & & & (0.0114) \\
Observations & 29,700 & 24,883 & 19,078 & 13,986 \\
Number of Judges & 2798 & 2529 & 2005 & 1652 \\
Marginal Effect of & -0.00239 & -0.00219 & -0.00124 & -0.00112 \\
$10,000$ & & & & \\
Percentage Change in & -8.97% & -8.25% & -4.86% & -4.79% \\
Exit Rate & & & & \\
\hline
\end{tabular}
\end{table}

Robust standard errors in parentheses. Statistically significant results in italics.
* $p < 0.1$. ** $p < 0.05$. *** $p < 0.01$. Includes year, court, state, and hazard fixed effects.

The results indicate that an increase in real judicial pay reduces the likelihood of exit before age sixty-five. The impact on exit before age sixty-five is slightly larger than the impact on overall exit results, but the difference is not statistically significant. For judges under the age of sixty-five, the probability of exit is approximately 2.66\% per year. A $10,000$ increase in real pay would reduce the probability of exit for judges under sixty-five by 0.00239, a decrease of about 8.97\% per year. As a percentage of the average exit rate, the impact of salary on exit before age sixty-five is larger than the 4.76\% reduction in exit probability overall, but the decrease is still relatively small.

When we include the opportunity cost measures, the results are very similar: the impact of real judicial salary falls in magnitude, and neither associate nor partner salary is statistically significant. Moreover, in both cases, increases in the outside opportunity cost measures actually reduce the likelihood of exit, although the impact is very small.

It is possible that lawyers with more varied experience are less likely to join the bench, but also less likely to exit once they join, perhaps because they have accumulated assets earlier in their careers or because they are more familiar with the alternatives to the bench. We test this hypothesis in Table 8 by estimating the annual probability of exit conditional on the number of different “careers” a judge has experienced prior to joining the bench. We define “experience” as a simple count of the number of different categories in our classification system found in a judge’s biography (i.e., academia, district attorney’s of-
fice, politics, military, private practice, lower court judgeship, attorney general’s office, public defender’s office, or U.S. Attorney’s office).

We find that judges that have experience in fewer than three areas are more likely to exit when real salaries decrease. For judges with experience in more than three areas, we find real salary has no statistically significant impact on likelihood of exit; and although the coefficient is positive, the marginal impact of a $10,000 change in salary has a marginal effect near zero. This result is consistent with the theory that those with more varied legal backgrounds are less sensitive to pay, either because they have accumulated assets earlier in their legal careers or because they are more satisfied with their jobs for some other reason.

### Table 8
Impact of Pay on Exit by Probability of Diversity of Prior Experience

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Experience</th>
<th>0</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>4 or 5</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Real Salary in $10,000</td>
<td>-0.213 (0.148)</td>
<td>-0.314*** (0.119)</td>
<td>-0.276*** (0.104)</td>
<td>0.0779 (0.129)</td>
<td>0.109 (0.323)</td>
<td>0.149 (0.325)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Observations</td>
<td>3849</td>
<td>8963</td>
<td>9692</td>
<td>5821</td>
<td>1287</td>
<td>1375</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of Judges</td>
<td>404</td>
<td>825</td>
<td>905</td>
<td>530</td>
<td>128</td>
<td>134</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marginal Effect of $10,000</td>
<td>-0.00135</td>
<td>-0.00179</td>
<td>-0.00112</td>
<td>0.00075</td>
<td>4.2×10^{-5}</td>
<td>0.000101</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Percentage Change in Exit Rate</td>
<td>-1.181%</td>
<td>-4.1%</td>
<td>-2%</td>
<td>1.31%</td>
<td>0.0614%</td>
<td>1.51%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Robust standard errors in parentheses. Statistically significant results in italics.
* p < 0.1. ** p < 0.05. *** p < 0.01. Includes year, court, state, and hazard fixed effects.

As noted above, the Altman Weil data on partner or associate salary, which we use as our measure of opportunity cost, have several important limitations. The most important is that the data are unlikely to reflect a random sample of partner and associate salaries, given how the data are collected.145 For this reason, we use the Current Population Survey (CPS) from the U.S. Census for all salaried lawyers.146 We run the model again, using three different CPS-based measures of opportunity cost. The first measure is the average attorney salary reported by CPS for each state and year. The second utilizes age, gender, and

145. For a more complete discussion of how the survey is conducted, see Baker, supra note 7, at 78 n.53.
146. See Current Population Survey (CPS), supra note 139.
employer-size information in addition to the state and year to create a “predicted CPS.” Because the CPS has different populations over time, small states may have higher variability simply due to the smaller population that was sampled. The predicted CPS attempts to mitigate this problem. The third measure interpolates the predicted CPS for those state years in which there are insufficient data to estimate the salary measure. The results are presented in Table 9. Although none of the CPS measures show statistically significant effects, the effect of the raw CPS salary is negative, consistent with our finding that a higher salary slightly reduces the chance of exit.

It is also possible that the relative salary, not the absolute dollar amount, is what leads to exit. In order to test this hypothesis, we include the ratio of the Altman Weil partner salary to judicial salary (column four of Table 9). Although the effect of this measure is negative, it is not statistically significant and it appears to be of similar magnitude to the earlier estimated impact on exit.

Finally, we include one other measure of consumption that is sometimes anecdotaly cited as the reason a judge leaves the bench—the real private college tuition for six regions of the county (Middle States, Midwest, New England, South, Southwest, and West), as measured by the College Board data described above.

Interestingly, this measure is highly significant and has a larger impact on exit from the appellate bench than salary directly. A $10,000 per year increase in private school tuition increases the likelihood of exit in a given year by 0.0438. Because we do not have data on whether any given judge has children, we cannot examine this result in greater depth. However, we view it as suggestive that, as the cost of goods consumed by the upper middle class rises, judges are more likely to exit the bench. It is possible that this variable simply captures the increased cost of goods consumed by judges. If these goods increase in cost at levels in excess of inflation, this variable may simply reflect a rise in the judges’ cost of living rather than college in particular.

We have focused thus far on the impact of real salary on the composition of the state appellate bench. While it is outside our primary research focus, we also wanted to gauge how generalizable our findings were likely to be to the trial court bench. In order to do so, we collected data on judges on the California Superior Court (which is the trial court of general jurisdiction in California) from the American Bench. We examined California because it has the largest number of judges, and the information is more complete than other states. The chief limitation of examining only one state is that the salary data do not vary within each year, necessitating that we estimate the model without year-fixed effects. If we include data on the 2811 judges for whom we can identify entry and exit dates, we have over 11,000 judge-years. If we confine the analysis to judges with identifiable ages, the number of judges falls to 650.
There are two potential problems with using the *American Bench* to collect trial court data. First, *American Bench* only has trial court data at two-year intervals. Our exit rate for trial judges is thus biannual rather than annual. Second, *American Bench*’s biographical information on trial court judges is typically just a stub. In over half the cases it contains no more information than the judge’s name and the court on which he or she serves—hence the significant
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There are two potential problems with using the *American Bench* to collect trial court data. First, *American Bench* only has trial court data at two-year intervals. Our exit rate for trial judges is thus biannual rather than annual. Second, *American Bench*’s biographical information on trial court judges is typically just a stub. In over half the cases it contains no more information than the judge’s name and the court on which he or she serves—hence the significant
drop-off in the number of judges for which we can identify ages. In the cases in which there is biographical information, the judges’ previous occupations are far more likely to be missing than in the case of appellate court judges. For this reason, we confine our analysis to exit from the trial court and do not attempt to replicate our strategy of examining the impact of pay on judicial background.

The descriptive statistics for the California Superior Court data are found in Table 10. The exit rates, age, and pension information are similar to the appellate court data. The main difference in the samples is that the exit rate from the trial court for judges younger than sixty-five is 4.5%, as compared to 2.66% in the higher court data.

**TABLE 10**
Descriptive Statistics on Exit from the California Superior Court, 1985-2007

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>SD</th>
<th>Min</th>
<th>Max</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Biannual Exit from the Bench*</td>
<td>0.10</td>
<td>0.31</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Judges Under Age 65)</td>
<td>0.09</td>
<td>0.29</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Real Salary in $10,000</td>
<td>7.34</td>
<td>0.53</td>
<td>6.4</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Judge’s Age**</td>
<td>56.26</td>
<td>7.15</td>
<td>34.0</td>
<td>83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Percent of Salary on</td>
<td>0.06</td>
<td>0.16</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Retirement</td>
<td>0.68</td>
<td>0.47</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Portion of Pension Vested</td>
<td>5.76</td>
<td>1.06</td>
<td>3.8</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average Salary of Local</td>
<td>37.02</td>
<td>10.44</td>
<td>24.3</td>
<td>57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>First-Year Associates in $10,000</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average Salary of Local</td>
<td>5.76</td>
<td>1.06</td>
<td>3.8</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Partners in $10,000</td>
<td>37.02</td>
<td>10.44</td>
<td>24.3</td>
<td>57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total Number of Observations</td>
<td>23,672</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* For each judge, we recorded a value of 0 if the judge did not exit the bench in the year observed, and a value of 1 if the judge did exit the bench in that year.

** The judge’s age was not available for 71% of the observations.

We again estimated the probability of exit with a discrete hazard model. $H_k$ is the discrete hazard function for years of service between one and twenty-five years with the handful of judge-years with over twenty-five years of service being included in the twenty-five year intercept. The model used the following formula:

$$exit_{it} = \beta_1 real \text{ salary}_{it} + \beta_2 Z_{it} + \sum_{k=1}^{k} H_k$$

where *real salary* is the real judicial salary, and $Z_{it}$ are characteristics that vary by judge and time, such as our opportunity cost measures, retirement value, and age. Exit is again defined as the year in which the judge no longer appears in the *American Bench* guides. Thus, a judge found in the 1985 edition who does not appear in the 1987 edition would be considered as having exited the bench.
Because exits were recorded only every two years, in this hypothetical we cannot determine if the judge left the bench in 1985 or 1986.

The results are presented in Table 11. In each case, an increase in real judicial salary is associated with a decrease in the likelihood of exit. The impact of a $10,000 change in salary at the trial court level, however, is much larger than the impact of the same change in salary for appellate court judges. A $10,000 increase in salary decreases the probability of exit by over 0.08, which is over an 80% decrease in the likelihood of exit. If we assume that this is simply two times the annual impact on the exit rate, this suggests that at $10,000 increase in salary would reduce the annual exit rate by about 0.04, over fifteen times the impact for higher court judges!

There are several problems with this comparison, however. The most important is the possibility that California judges are more sensitive to changes in pay than judges in other states. Ideally, we would like to be able to compare trial and appellate court judges in California. Unfortunately, we simply do not have enough data on appellate judges in California to estimate the model for appellate judges with California alone. Moreover, the models involve different specifications, making any comparisons suspect. The most we can confidently say is that our estimate of sensitivity of exit to pay is much larger and more robust for California trial court judges than our estimate of sensitivity to pay for appellate court judges in all fifty states.

The results are similarly large and robust for exit before age sixty-five, found in the lower panel of Table 11. Because the dependent variable for exit before age sixty-five requires us to know the age of the judge, our sample is considerably smaller. Again, the estimates are larger and more precise, suggesting, with the above caveats, that California trial court judges are more sensitive to pay than national appellate judges.

Based on this finding of increased sensitivity to pay, one might expect to find that trial court judges would be more sensitive to the opportunity costs of serving as a judge. For both exit overall and exit before age sixty-five, however, we find mixed results on the impact of private attorney salaries on the probability of exit. When we include only first-year associate salary in our regression, we find no impact on the likelihood of exit from the trial court. When we include partner salary (which has a negative and significant impact on exit), higher associate salary increases the likelihood of exit. Given the inconsistent nature of the impact estimate, we are limited in the conclusions we can draw regarding the impact of private attorney salaries on the likelihood of exit of trial court judges, but they do not appear to have a strong effect.
**TABLE 11**
California Superior Court (Trial Court), 1985-2007 (Biannual)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>(1)</th>
<th>(2)</th>
<th>(3)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Exit from the Bench</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Real Salary in $10,000</td>
<td>-0.915***</td>
<td>-0.888***</td>
<td>-0.629***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(0.0563)</td>
<td>(0.0772)</td>
<td>(0.0893)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>First-Year Associate Salary, Interpolated</td>
<td>-0.000451</td>
<td>0.402***</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(0.0489)</td>
<td>(0.0618)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Partner Salary, Interpolated</td>
<td></td>
<td>-0.0698***</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(0.00761)</td>
<td></td>
<td>(0.00761)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Judge’s Age</td>
<td>0.110***</td>
<td>0.110***</td>
<td>0.108***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(0.0138)</td>
<td>(0.0137)</td>
<td>(0.0141)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Percent of Salary on Retirement</td>
<td>0.135</td>
<td>0.112</td>
<td>0.290</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(0.262)</td>
<td>(0.263)</td>
<td>(0.261)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Portion of Pension Vested</td>
<td>19.07***</td>
<td>18.99***</td>
<td>19.67***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(0.430)</td>
<td>(0.388)</td>
<td>(0.384)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Observations</td>
<td>12,240</td>
<td>12,049</td>
<td>12,049</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of Judges</td>
<td>2702</td>
<td>2702</td>
<td>2702</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marginal Effect of $10,000</td>
<td>-0.0807</td>
<td>-0.0796</td>
<td>-0.0561</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Percentage Change in Exit Rate</td>
<td>-0.814</td>
<td>-0.790</td>
<td>-0.557</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Exit from the Bench for Judges Under Age 65</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Real Salary in $10,000</td>
<td>-0.883***</td>
<td>-1.266***</td>
<td>-0.452***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(0.153)</td>
<td>(0.213)</td>
<td>(0.0983)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>First-Year Associate Salary, Interpolated</td>
<td>0.506***</td>
<td>0.194***</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(0.155)</td>
<td>(0.0657)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Partner Salary, Interpolated</td>
<td></td>
<td>-0.0331***</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(0.00792)</td>
<td></td>
<td>(0.00792)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Judge’s Age</td>
<td>0.0407***</td>
<td>0.0397***</td>
<td>0.0462***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(0.0133)</td>
<td>(0.0135)</td>
<td>(0.0113)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Percent of Salary on Retirement</td>
<td>-2.809***</td>
<td>-2.968***</td>
<td>-2.665***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(0.541)</td>
<td>(0.572)</td>
<td>(0.446)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Portion of Pension Vested</td>
<td>17.62</td>
<td>16.53</td>
<td>17.71</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(1,105)</td>
<td>(1,371)</td>
<td>(429.5)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Observations</td>
<td>3,337</td>
<td>3,224</td>
<td>12,121</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of Judges</td>
<td>650</td>
<td>650</td>
<td>650</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marginal Effect of $10,000</td>
<td>-0.0545</td>
<td>-0.08</td>
<td>-0.039</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Percentage Change in Exit Rate</td>
<td>-0.511</td>
<td>-0.725</td>
<td>-0.366</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Robust standard errors in parentheses. Statistically significant results in italics.

* p < 0.1. ** p < 0.05. *** p < 0.01.
Overall, our results suggest that real judicial salary does have a small but significant impact on the likelihood of exit for appellate judges. The marginal impact is similar for both exit prior to age sixty-five and exit overall. We do not find statistically significant differences in the impact of salary either by race or gender or by the different methods used to select appellate judges. Our results suggest that appellate judges, like other professionals, are more likely to leave their profession when their real pay falls, either to retire or to pursue another career.

We find a much larger effect of salary on the exit of California trial court judges, though these tentative findings must be interpreted cautiously.

Although any comparison of the results for appellate and trial court judges is tenuous for all of the reasons mentioned above, it is worth pointing out that if further research on trial court judges from other states confirms our finding that trial court judges are more sensitive to changes in pay than appellate judges, we may have partially answered the question in our title, and have provided some guidance on how much judges should be paid, at least as a matter of labor economics.

Consider a very simple economic model of job exit. If all individuals are paid just slightly more than their next best opportunity, we would expect job exits to be very sensitive to pay changes, as a drop in pay would push far more people over the threshold to choosing their next best career opportunity. By contrast, if people are paid considerably more than their next best alternative (i.e. more than economically necessary), we would expect them to be far less sensitive to pay changes, since it would take far more dramatic reductions in pay to cause them to switch occupations.

Our results suggest that trial court judges in California are paid a salary that is much closer to their opportunity cost, while appellate court judges across the country appear to be less sensitive to pay changes, suggesting they are further away from the pay of their next best alternative. If one wanted to set judges’ pay as low as possible, there might be room to reduce the pay of appellate judges.

There are a number of speculative reasons why this might be the case. Trial court judges are typically paid less than appellate court judges, and thus if both had the same opportunity cost in terms of their next best occupation, we would expect trial judges to be more sensitive to changes in pay. This explanation is not, however, completely satisfying. California trial court judges are paid more than many of the appellate court judges in other states. (Of course, it is also true that the cost of living is higher in California.)

There are other possible reasons. Several judges have suggested to us that an appellate court is simply a more pleasant work environment than a trial court. For many lawyers, the life of an appellate judge is more attractive. Without trials and hearings, appellate judges have far more control over their day-to-day schedules. Many lawyers may prefer to address the more analytical legal questions raised in an appellate court than to focus on the factfinding that the
How much should judges be paid? We offer no clear answer. We document the constancy of the concern about the effects of judicial pay and identify the implicit causal hypotheses that have driven much of the rhetoric on the topic over the past two hundred years. These hypotheses can be roughly divided into concerns about judicial salary’s effects on the composition of the judiciary and its effects on the behavior of judges. We then test some of these hypotheses and estimate the impact of judicial salary on the background of new appellate judges, their experience, and the likelihood that they will exit the bench.

A. Effects of Salary on Composition of the Bench

Although salary has an impact on the types of legal experiences of entering appellate judges, we find no dramatic effect on the qualifications of those joining the bench. Instead, we find that higher salaries make it slightly more likely that state appellate judges will have private sector experience and district attorney experience, and slightly less likely that they will have public defender experience, prior judicial experience, or academic experience. Despite the dramatic rise in private sector legal salaries over the last thirty years, we find no impact on the composition of the bench, at least by our measures. Thus, our findings do not support claims that judicial pay dramatically affects the composition of the bench, at least along dimensions that we are able to measure. It is possible that judicial salary affects judicial quality, but if so, that quality is not correlated with law school ranking or past clerkship experience. Other com-
mentators have suggested that high judicial salaries will attract judges who are greedy or not devoted to public service. We are unable to measure this quality, so we cannot empirically test it.  

**FIGURE 8**
Cumulative Probability of Exit After Twenty Years, by Varying Judicial Salary
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Judicial salaries do affect the likelihood that a judge will leave the bench. The effect, however, is small—for every additional $10,000 in salary, the chance that a given judge will exit is reduced by 0.00263. Over time, however, this effect meaningfully alters the average tenure of an appellate judge—not dramatically, but at a statistically significant level. Consider Figure 8, in which we plot the cumulative estimated probability of exit over twenty years. In that respect, a lower judicial salary results in slightly less experienced appellate judges.

Our results for California trial court judges suggest a much higher sensitivity to pay for these judges, and thus changes in pay might have a much more meaningful impact on the average tenure of a judge, at least at the trial court level.

---
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B. Effects of Salary on Judicial Behavior

As explained in Part I.C above, many commentators have also implicitly made causal arguments about the effect of judicial salary on the behavior of judges and their independence. The Framers were concerned with direct assaults on the pay of judges. Since nothing like this occurred during our study period, we have no empirical data on what might occur if a legislature wholly eliminated pay for judges or plausibly threatened to do so. We do note that the effect of pay on judicial exit at the appellate level is relatively small. A legislator or executive who wished to reduce judicial independence by encouraging exit, and who was able to reduce the salary of appellate judges by $25,000 in the first year of service, would only find a forty percent probability that the judge would leave the bench after twenty years of service. Given that twenty years is far longer than the typical service of any executive or legislator in the United States, this seems an unpromising avenue for reducing appellate judicial independence.148

More recently, proponents of increased judicial pay have argued that low pay might cause a reduction in judicial independence because judges might be influenced by litigants or future employers. Unfortunately, we have no way of measuring whether judges who are paid less are more influenced by litigants than judges who are paid more. We also lack a satisfactory measure of whether judges are influenced by future employers, so we cannot offer strong conclusions on this important issue.

However, one criterion that we have already discussed, judicial exit, is relevant to whether judges are influenced by future employers. Some have expressed concern that instead of being the capstone of one’s career, becoming a judge has become a mere waystation on the road to a more lucrative position in the private sector. On this theory, due to low salaries, judges are more concerned with currying favor with future employers than with the public good.

If this theory is correct, we should see judges exiting the bench more quickly in states with lower judicial salaries. And, in fact, we do observe this—but as explained above, the effect is quite small, at least for appellate judges. The small effect of salaries on exit appears inconsistent with claims that judges’ independence is threatened by their departure for more lucrative employment, or at least the role of salary appears to be small.

148. If the executive wanted to dramatically increase the likelihood of exit, we have identified several ways to do this. The most effective mechanisms would be to appoint older judges who are both more likely to exit and more likely to run into state-mandated retirement ages, or to simply allow earlier vesting of pensions. Of course, states, unlike the federal government, have found other more effective ways to limit judicial independence through elections or reappointments. But to the extent that our results generalize from state judges to federal judges, pay does not seem to be a good avenue for a legislature or executive to reshape the bench.
Other versions of judicial independence might be increased by longer judicial terms. The craft of judging has its own internal norms that resist outside influence and that help promote judicial independence from other branches, political parties, litigants, and law firms. But the craft of judging takes time to learn. Similarly, the institutional memory and informal power of longer-serving judges may be greater than that of shorter-serving judges.149

Since the time of Plato, philosophers, constitutional framers, and policymakers have struggled with the appropriate salary for judges. Anecdotes and logically plausible (but unsupported) theories about the effects of salary on the types of people that would become judges have been the exclusive currency of the debate until very recently, when modern empirical methods have been used to test some of these hypotheses. Our contribution to this effort finds no dramatic effect of increasing private sector law salaries on appellate court judges. We do find that salary has a small but significant effect on judicial tenure among state appellate judges, and slightly affects the career background of judges on the bench. However, our limited analysis of California state trial court judges suggests that trial court judges may be more sensitive to pay than appellate court judges.

Many have argued that judges should be paid more for a wide variety of reasons. We find little empirical support for the implicit causal claims embodied in many of these arguments, at least with respect to appellate court judges. But we also recognize that, as in many empirical projects, our data are limited.150 Ultimately, the “unanalysed experience of the human race”151 exhibited in the ancient debate over judicial pay may be just as important as our imperfect empirical measures.

---

149. Nonetheless, this assumes that society’s best use of judges is to keep them judging. That is far from clear. Because judicial salaries are not set by the market, we have no way of knowing what fraction of judges who exit the bench for alternative employment would still do so if judicial salaries reflected the social value of their contribution to the legal process. While we suspect that the observed turnover is higher than optimal, given the significant variation in observed salary and the fact that the salary is below other salaries for legal professionals, the reverse could also be true, and judges might be paid too much.


151. JOHN STUART MILL, Bentham, in 1 DISSERTATIONS AND DISCUSSIONS: POLITICAL, PHILOSOPHICAL, AND HISTORICAL 330, 351 (London, John W. Parker & Son 1859) (criticizing Bentham’s dismissal of nonempirical knowledge and noting that “these [vague] generalities [that Bentham dismissed] contained the whole unanalysed experience of the human race”).
## APPENDIX

### TABLE 1A
Selection and Retention Methods as of 2007

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>State</th>
<th>Entry Method</th>
<th>Retention Method</th>
<th>Length of Supreme Court Term</th>
<th>Length of Appellate Court Term</th>
<th>Length of First Term</th>
<th>Retirement Age</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AK</td>
<td>Gubernatorial Appointment</td>
<td>Retention Election</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AL</td>
<td>Partisan Election</td>
<td>Reelection</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AR</td>
<td>Nonpartisan Election</td>
<td>Reelection</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AZ</td>
<td>Gubernatorial Appointment</td>
<td>Retention Election</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CA</td>
<td>Gubernatorial Appointment</td>
<td>Retention Election</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>12</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CO</td>
<td>Gubernatorial Appointment</td>
<td>Retention Election</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>72</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CT</td>
<td>Gubernatorial Appointment</td>
<td>Governor Renominates</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DE</td>
<td>Gubernatorial Appointment</td>
<td>Governor Renominates</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>12</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FL</td>
<td>Gubernatorial Appointment</td>
<td>Retention Election</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GA</td>
<td>Nonpartisan Election</td>
<td>Reelection</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>6</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HI</td>
<td>Gubernatorial Appointment</td>
<td>Nominating Commission Retains</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IA</td>
<td>Gubernatorial Appointment</td>
<td>Retention Election</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>72</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ID</td>
<td>Nonpartisan Election</td>
<td>Reelection</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>6</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IL</td>
<td>Partisan Election</td>
<td>Retention Election</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>10</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IN</td>
<td>Gubernatorial Appointment</td>
<td>Retention Election</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>State</td>
<td>Entry Method</td>
<td>Retention Method</td>
<td>Length of Supreme Court Term</td>
<td>Length of Appellate Court Term</td>
<td>Length of First Term</td>
<td>Retirement Age</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-------</td>
<td>-----------------------</td>
<td>----------------------</td>
<td>------------------------------</td>
<td>-------------------------------</td>
<td>----------------------</td>
<td>----------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KS</td>
<td>Gubernatorial Appointment</td>
<td>Retention Election</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KY</td>
<td>Nonpartisan Election</td>
<td>Reelection</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>8</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LA</td>
<td>Partisan Election</td>
<td>Reelection</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MA</td>
<td>Gubernatorial Appointment</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MD</td>
<td>Appointment</td>
<td>Retention Election</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ME</td>
<td>Gubernatorial Appointment</td>
<td>Governor Renominates</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MI</td>
<td>Nonpartisan Election</td>
<td>Reelection</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MN</td>
<td>Nonpartisan Election</td>
<td>Reelection</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MO</td>
<td>Gubernatorial Appointment</td>
<td>Retention Election</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MS</td>
<td>Nonpartisan Election</td>
<td>Reelection</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>8</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MT</td>
<td>Nonpartisan Election</td>
<td>Reelection</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>6</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NC</td>
<td>Nonpartisan Election</td>
<td>Reelection</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>72</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ND</td>
<td>Nonpartisan Election</td>
<td>Reelection</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>6</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NE</td>
<td>Gubernatorial Appointment</td>
<td>Retention Election</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>3</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NH</td>
<td>Gubernatorial Appointment</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NJ</td>
<td>Gubernatorial Appointment</td>
<td>Governor Renominates</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NM</td>
<td>Partisan Election</td>
<td>Retention Election</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>8</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NV</td>
<td>Nonpartisan Election</td>
<td>Reelection</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>6</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NY</td>
<td>Gubernatorial Appointment</td>
<td>Reelection</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>14</td>
<td></td>
<td>70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>State</td>
<td>Entry Method</td>
<td>Retention Method</td>
<td>Length of Supreme Court Term</td>
<td>Length of Appellate Court Term</td>
<td>Length of First Term</td>
<td>Retirement Age</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-------</td>
<td>--------------</td>
<td>------------------</td>
<td>------------------------------</td>
<td>-------------------------------</td>
<td>----------------------</td>
<td>---------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OH</td>
<td>Nonpartisan Election Gubernatorial</td>
<td>Reelection</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OK</td>
<td>Appointment Retention Election</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>6</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OR</td>
<td>Nonpartisan Election Reelection</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>75</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PA</td>
<td>Partisan Election Retention Election</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>70</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RI</td>
<td>Gubernatorial Appointment</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SC</td>
<td>Legislative Election Legislative Reelection</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>6</td>
<td></td>
<td>72</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SD</td>
<td>Gubernatorial Appointment Retention Election</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>70</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TN</td>
<td>Gubernatorial Appointment Retention Election</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>8</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TX</td>
<td>Partisan Election Reelection</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>74</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UT</td>
<td>Gubernatorial Appointment Retention Election</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>75</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VA</td>
<td>Legislative Election Legislative Reelection</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>8</td>
<td></td>
<td>70</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WA</td>
<td>Nonpartisan Election Reelection</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>6</td>
<td></td>
<td>75</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WI</td>
<td>Nonpartisan Election Reelection</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>6</td>
<td></td>
<td>70</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WV</td>
<td>Partisan Election Reelection</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>8</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WY</td>
<td>Gubernatorial Appointment Retention Election</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>70</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>